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AlCPA American Institute of Certified Public Accountants1211 Avenue of the Americas, New York, New York 10036 (212) 575-6200
July 19, 1978
To: State Society Presidents, Presidents-elect, Executive 
Directors, Public Relations Committee Members and Staff
Once again the Institute and the state societies are ready to begin a 
comprehensive program to help achieve a better public understanding 
of our profession and its vital place in society. This is the third 
in a series of such programs, and unquestionably the most important 
so far. By focusing on the audit function in its many manifestations, 
we’ll be tackling the greatest area of ambiguity and confusion in 
the public’s mind regarding the CPA profession. This misunderstanding 
exists, I believe, not only among the general public, but among the 
so-called key publics as well -- stockholders, legislators, members 
of other professions, even some sophisticated businessmen and women. 
To a large extent, they may share the same poorly developed sense 
of what an audit really is.
This lack of understanding is a prime reason why the profession today 
faces an ominous challenge to its independence.
With the materials provided for this new campaign we have an oppor­
tunity to start changing these circumstances on a broad scale. The 
copy in this binder is designed to get our message across by graphically 
demonstrating how everyone who cashes a paycheck or has a payroll 
to meet; who pays taxes or supports a charity, or sends a child to 
school, has a stake in what the auditor does and how well the auditor 
does it.
The first two joint campaigns have left us far better mobilized for 
an all-out effort than was the case a year ago. Public relations com­
mittees are geared up and their members have gained a lot of ex­
perience in media contact and media placement. A number of societies 
have added the public relations function to their routine staff ac­
tivities. AICPA's Public and State Society Relations staff has learned 
more about the kinds of assistance the societies need, and stands 
ready to assist in any way possible. Please call upon the staff for 
help with any problem. You can assist in coordinating the massive 
effort by promptly returning your periodic summaries of activities.
We are ready for this urgent undertaking, and I strongly urge every 
society to give the program the attention it deserves -- for the good 
health of our profession.
Donovan C. Roberts
Vice President - Communications 
and Education
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nnual reports have been described as documents that are 
set in large type, require a great effort to produce, and 
when completed, are cast before multitudes. Somebody
has observed that those same characteristics might also 
apply to night-time sky-writing; in terms of imparting useful 
information and reaching the audience intended, annual 
reports could well be in trouble.
Annual reports are hard to understand. Financial 
writer Steven Anreder who, in preparing his column for 
Barron’s could claim to have read more annual reports 
than most of us, admits these reports are not easily 
deciphered. Says he: “Corporations are not exactly falling 
over themselves to make sure shareholders understand the 
numbers.” In surveys which measure how hard they are to 
understand, annual reports score at a college (or graduate 
school) level. Studies show 40 percent of the readers toss 
the reports aside, unread.
People do have trouble understanding annual re­
ports. The reason for this—according to Certified Public 
Accountants who audit financial statements—is that people 
try to read the reports. They approach them like a book or 
magazine. And that’s a mistake. Annual reports are refer­
ence works, with information scattered throughout but not 
necessarily in any sequential pattern. That’s why CPAs 
urge readers to skim; to hopscotch from footnote to finan­
cial data and back to footnotes. It is less of a reading 
process than a digging out of data to answer questions.
The purpose of this booklet is to show how annual 
reports are put together and how they can be useful. They 
are crammed full of information which can answer different 
types of questions—if you use them for what they are—a 






A nnual Reports D isclose:
■ Earnings
■ Financial Resources
■ Plans for the year ahead
But they are also a source 
that may help you decide
■ Is this the company I’d want to invest in?
■ Is this the kind of company I’d like to work for?
■ If I sell my goods or services, will the company pay 
promptly?
■ What kind of company is this? Should it be welcome 
in my community? Will it improve my town, provide 
jobs, help the economy or take part in community 
activities?
Some Tips That W ill Im prove Y our  
U nderstanding o f A nnual Reports.
■ Before you start reading an Annual Report, run 
over in your mind what you already know about the 
company.
■ Are its products useful, reliable, up-to-date? Do 
others think highly of the company and the way it is 
managed?
■ Do people hear much about the company?
■ Are its leaders involved in the community?
■ Do they speak out on controversial issues 
affecting the public?
■ What have you heard about the economy or 
market trends that might affect the company? The 
report will supplement what you already know with 





Seasoned readers turn first to the Auditor’s Report. 
This will tell you whether the auditor found anything 
wrong or misleading with the presentation of the fi­
nancial statements. Generally, if the Auditor’s Report 
is two paragraphs long, the financial statements have 
been given a clean bill of health (i.e., unqualified 
opinion). Anything longer—an extra paragraph or 
so— and normally that’s a red flag, alerting you to 
look further. Some investigation is warranted. (Note, a 
clean bill of health doesn’t mean the company is in 
good financial shape. All it means is that the financial 
statements are fairly presented in conformity with 
generally accepted accounting principles.)
Check the first note on the financial statements. 
That’s where you’re most likely to find an explanation 
of the company’s accounting policies used in pre­
paring the financial statements. For example, the note 
might explain the company has applied a policy of 
accelerated depreciation on plants and other equip­
ment. This could reduce earnings, while a slower de­
preciation rate could boost earnings.
So before reaching conclusions about the com­
pany earnings it’s wise to determine if the earnings 
are responding more to accounting policies than 
market conditions.
■ Look for trends in the five or ten-year financial 
summaries.
■ Analyze key ratios to better understand data re­
ported. (For details on how to apply trend analysis by 
ratios, see pages 12 and 13.)




The Classic Investm ent D ecision: 
to  b u y  or s e ll
a
Most investors will focus on Earnings Per 
Share (EPS). . . The bottom line. A healthy figure 
means a robust company. EPS is computed by divid­
ing the total earnings by the number of shares out­
standing. In comparing five year figures, discount any 
slight changes from year to year, but pay close atten­
tion to the trend in Earnings Per Share. If the EPS 
either remains unchanged or drops off, this may pin­
point trouble ahead.
b  Increasingly, investors are now looking be­
yond Earnings Per Share to Working Capital Provided 
by Continuing Operations, which is found in the 
Statement of Changes in Financial Position. This is 
regarded as an important index of a company’s 
health because it reports whether operations gener­
ate enough cash to meet payroll, buy raw materials 
and conduct the other essential day-to-day opera­
tions of the company. Another key indicator is the 
company’s record in paying dividends to share­
holders.
c
Another indicator—that you have to compute 
— is the Debt to Equity Ratio. This sounds compli­
cated, but it really isn’t. Simply divide the total Share­
holders Equity into the Total Long Term Debt. A high 
figure indicates that creditors are in a position to ex­
ercise great influence over the company. Information 
you ought to have to make an investment decision.
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Stockholders' Questions:
How’s m y com pany doing?
d The President’s Letter is often a response to 
the question, “What’s ahead for the company?’’ In the 
past, these letters often skirted the bad news, focus­
ing only on good news. However, standards now in­
sist that all parts of an Annual Report— including the 
President’s Letter—cannot be inconsistent with what’s 
in the financial statements. In simple terms, the 
President’s Letter describes company developments 
and outlines how the company is allocating its re­
sources to foster growth.
e
For details, look at the Analysis of Operations 
where fluctuations in sales, income, expenses or
6
taxes are explained. This is a good source for iden­
tifying a company’s strengths or weaknesses.
A recent proposal under study would require 
the listing of outside directors’ affiliations. Including 
background information on these directors might help 
assess the degree of their independence. This pro­
posal also recommends listing names of directors 
serving on an Audit Committee. Reviewing who they 
are may help you to evaluate the stress the company 
places on accountability. Ideally, all members of the 




In choosing a company to work for, the questions you 
ask are not much different from those a potential in­
vestor might ask. You’ll want to know as much as 
possible about the company’s financial position and 
its growth potential— which means expansion and job 
opportunities. So you will want to study the Financial 
Highlights, which in summarizing income and ex­
penses, show at a glance how the company’s performing. f  If you are interested in a high-technology in­
dustry, you should turn to the item headed Selling 
General and Administration Costs. Generally in­
cluded within this category are the costs of research 
and development. Although only the amount— not the 
quality— of the R&D effort can be determined from the 
Income Statement, the amount is an important indica­
tion of the company’s commitment to R&D. Look for 
amounts in a note to the financial statements, 
which might read as follows:
“Research and Development costs of
$180,000 in 1978 and $160,000 in 1977 are ex­
pensed as incurred and are included in Selling 
General and Administrative Costs. ”
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g Before joining a company, you certainly want 
some assurance that the firm is healthy and growing. 
You’ll find clues to this in the Financial Summary, 
which lists key financial data (income, expenses, 
profits and dividends). In five- or ten-year compari­
sons, these figures show how well the company has 
been doing, if sales are rising, and how expenses are 
controlled, all vital life signs of a company with a 
future.
h Look for reports of stock options for employees 
and changes in pension plans. Usually, these are re­
ported in notes.
Sometimes you may obtain an inkling of how a 
company treats its people by carefully studying the 
employee benefit programs. Compare the principal 
benefits with those offered by other firms, paying par­
ticular attention to the medical programs. Another 
area worthy of your attention is litigation. Is the com­
pany a defendant in lawsuits involving its employee 
practices? What are the charges and how has the 
company responded?
Is  th e  com pany a p oten tia l custom er  
for m y goods or serv ices?
The average supplier is more concerned about a 
company’s payment policies than its long term 
growth pattern. A clue to payment practices can be 
found by examining the current ratio. The figure is not 
included in the financial statements, but it may be 
easily computed: Divide current assets by current
current assets  = current ratio
current liabilities
liabilities. Repeat the computation to obtain ratios for 
two prior years so you may compare the figures. A 
decline in the ratio shows a company’s ability to meet 
current obligations has worsened. An increase on the 
other hand indicates it’s better able to meet current 
commitments to suppliers.
H ow can you  t e l l  i f  th e  company’s 
th in k in g  about closing a plant?
Annual reports are unlikely to address themselves di­
rectly to this bold question. But the information it con­
veys will bring you closer to an answer.
New rules require a company to disclose sep­
arately the disposal of a segment. What this means is 
that when a company closes a plant whose activities 
represent a separate major line of business, it would 
be highlighted in the financial statements as a dis­
continued operation. Look for these details in the 
statements. In some cases, the President’s Letter 
might allude to changes affecting a company’s pro­
ductive capacity.
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W ill th e  com pany protect th e
environm ent in  m y com m unity?
Some companies may report special efforts they have 
undertaken to safeguard the environment. The most 
likely place to find such information would be either 
in the President’s Letter or in sections of the report 
describing the year’s activities of company divisions. 
Dollar amounts spent for such safeguards are not re­
ported separately in financial statements. But it may 
still be possible by examining notes or summaries of 
past year’s operations to determine the company's 
performance in this area.
W ill the company attract new 
business?
Start with the growth pattern. Look at allocations for 
research and development, plant acquisitions, 
borrowing practices, the record for introducing new 
products, the leadership position management takes 
in industry, its competitive position and its five- and 
10-year summaries that put company history in per­
spective. Upbeat responses mean the company will 
probably be expanding.
W ill the company attract visitors to 
our town?
In the text explaining company activities or perhaps 
in picture outlines, look for indications of major con­
ferences, seminars, and similar gatherings of techni­
cal people. When a company assembles large 
groups to come to its installations, it will have an 
even broader impact on the community. People 
come; they occupy hotels, dine at the local restau­
rants, shop at the stores, and help boost the local 
economy. Such information can be a guide to the 
merchant’s planning for the year ahead.
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H ow to  U ncover V ita l Facts:
Auditors rely upon an analytical tool called Ratio, Change and Trend 
Analysis to find out more about a company than would be possible by 
simply reading the financial data, as presented. This process compares 
sets of figures and in establishing their relationship enables one to gain 
a better understanding of a going business. The ratios highlight unusual, 
unexpected, or otherwise unexplained changes in a company’s perfor­
mance. Although auditors caution against using ratios to reach conclu­
sions, they agree that ratios are useful to investors concerned with finan­
cial strength and operating performance and to creditors concerned with 
solvency and financial structure.
Listed below, as fractions, are elements from financial statements 
in an Annual Report. To obtain a ratio, divide denominator into the numer­
ator (top figure). To determine trends, repeat using figures for prior years.
Is  th e  com pany solvent?
CURRENT ASSETS 
CURRENT LIABILITIES
A test for solvency. Pro­
vides clues to the magni­
tude of the financial mar­
gin of safety. For more
stringent tests, delete inventory from assets and compute new 
ratio.
Has i t  borrow ed w ise ly ?
TOTAL DEBT 
NET WORTH
Reveals the extent to 
which the company has 
borrowed from suppliers 
and credit grantors. Too
much debt may indicate insufficient capital. Could jeopardize pur­
chase discounts and weaken competitive position.  
H ow  is  company perform ing?
WORKING CAPITAL 
SALES
Shows relationships of 
working capital to busi­
ness transacted. Compare 
with industry average*
to determine company performance.
* Industry Averages—obtainable from industry trade groups, or by computing 
figures from several companies in the industry.
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A re th e  products se llin g ?
COST OF SALES 
INVENTORY
Shows number of times 
inventory turns over. Can 
be inconclusive because 
it lumps all items— some
products may move faster, others slower. Comparisons with indus­
try averages can be revealing.
How’s m anagem ent doing?
NET PROFIT 
NET WORTH
Shows return on invested 
capital. This measures 
how well management is 
doing on earning a return
on capital. Compare with industry average and for further insight 
take into account the degree of risk involved.
Is  i t  earning a profit?
NET PROFIT 
SALES
This measures profit 
margins. Again, for real 
measurement, compare 
with others in the industry.
A re pr o fits  adequate?
COST OF SALES 
SALES
If the margin here ap­
pears thin, compared to 
industry averages, it could 
mean the company is
headed for trouble. This ratio is an indicator of what is available, 
after deducting costs of sales, to defray general and selling ex­




A  Skeptic  
Probes
“ In every company,’’ says author Joseph Heller, 
“there’s someone going crazy.” For the auditor whose 
attitude of skepticism toward a client’s figures is leg­
endary, the Heller view couldn’t hurt.
It is the auditor’s responsibility to test the pro­
priety of financial statements. One might think all that 
is involved is checking the arithmetic. That could be 
the case if financial statements were simply the sum 
of their parts. But that’s not true. Financial statements 
are a combination of facts, judgments and estimates.
In testing their validity, an auditor uses audit proce­
dures developed by the CPA profession which make 
it likely that improperly prepared statements will be 
identified.
Before the audit begins, the independent Certi­
fied Public Accountant develops a working knowl­
edge of the company’s industry. A kind of sophisti­
cated “street knowledge,” it is what helps an auditor 
evaluate the data and information submitted by man­
agement.
The auditor will take a careful look at a 
company’s internal control system, that series of safe­
guards which offer a company its best opportunity to 
protect its assets, curb dishonesty, and adhere to 
management policy. For example, effective internal 
controls would divide into separate groups those en­
trusted with responsibilities for either receiving 
money, or tabulating receipts, or depositing funds, or 
reconciling the bank statements.
Following this, the auditor turns to the scrutiny 
of company documents, comparing them with other 
evidence. For example, orders and receipts are com­
pared with company records to prove the transac­
tions actually took place. Sampling techniques are 
used to test transactions. If questions are raised, the 
auditor expands his review in search of further evi­
dence. However, it is neither practical nor necessary 
for the auditor to scrutinize a large portion of the 
company’s transactions.
The auditor confirms bank balances, spot- 
checks outstanding bills (receivables) and evaluates
14
the company’s methods for taking inventory. He or 
she tallies marketable securities, checks schedules 
of depreciation of plant and equipment, reads min­
utes of vital meetings, studies contracts, and confers 
with management, directors and outside counsel 
about company operations. Through the process, the 
auditor must remain alert to significant develop­
ments— such as a build-up of inventory, new devel­
opments by competitor firms— anything that might 
impact on the company. Those exposed areas re­
ceive particular attention. The audit must comply with 
generally accepted auditing standards. The objective 
of such an audit is to provide reasonable assurance 
that financial statements do not contain material er­
rors or omissions.
The testing over, the auditor then by exercis­
ing his professional judgment and by drawing upon 
his knowledge of business operations reaches a con­
clusion. This is the bottom line in the aud it. . .  the 
Auditor’s Report.
Either the auditor finds the financial statements 
are fairly presented in conformity with “generally ac­
cepted accounting principles” and affixes the CPA 
firm’s name to the report, or the auditor starts consid­
ering a report that is something other than the two- 
paragraph report signifying a “clean opinion.” There 
are two categories auditors use when dissatisfied 
with the financial data presented. An auditor may 
qualify an opinion, stating what specifically pre­
vented him from expressing a “clean opinion.”
The second alternative is a more drastic re­
sponse. Theoretically, the auditor may disclaim an 
opinion—which means he can’t express any 
conclusions—or express an adverse opinion—which 
means the financial statements are misleading. In 
practice, these reports are seldom issued. Such a re­
port is not acceptable to the SEC and major stock ex­





Without the continuous collection—and
classification—of numerical facts and data, the fabric 
of the modern state would not hold up. Neither com­
merce nor government could continue.
Once compiled, how can the information best 
be used? Answering that question, as it relates to An­
nual Reports and their financial statements, has been 
the purpose of this booklet.
Between the covers of an Annual Report there 
is an abundance of statistical information. Primarily, 
this discloses the financial records of a company. 
Those records, summarized, presented in attractive 
charts, and explained with notes and other com­
ments, describe the activities of a commercial entity. 
Because this is so, elements of the financial data, 
which are guides to investment decision, can also 
provide background information that can help answer 
other questions.
It is important to keep in mind that the finan­
cial information disclosed in Annual Reports relates 
to a single enterprise during a specific time frame. 
Annual Reports do not supply all the information you 
might require to answer general questions. You prob­
ably will have to supplement the data with informa­
tion on the economy, the industry in general, the pro­
grams of government and perhaps public attitudes.
An Annual Report is not a complete compen­
dium of information about a company. But you will 
find that the financial information prepared by a com­
pany, and audited by the Certified Public Accountant, 
has broad applications.
What Else Can An Annual Report Tell You?
To find out, you have to dig.
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American Institute of Certified Public Accountants
1211 Avenue of the Americas, New York, NY. 10036
State Society 
Coordinator July 1978
VETERAN TV NEWSMAN Paul Davis, 
president-elect of the National Radio and 
TV News Directors Association, is guest 
luncheon speaker at the Nordic Hills con­
ference. A well-known Midwestern broad­
cast journalist, Paul has been news direc­
tor and anchorman at WCIA-TV, Cham­
paign, Illinois, for the past 11 years.
More Than 100 Set to Attend 
Public Relations Conference
More than 100 state society representa­
tives are convening at the Carson Inn at 
Nordic Hills, near Chicago, for the second 
national public relations conference for 
state societies, July 19-21.
Presidents and presidents-elect, execu­
tive directors, public relations committee 
members and PR staffers make up the 
roster of participants. Many of them will 
contribute to the conference by serving as 
panelists and discussion leaders.
Among the highlights of the agenda are 
these:
—Unveiling of the third national PR 
campaign for state societies—"The CPA 
as Auditor”—with distribution of cam­
paign materials.
—A luncheon address on "Developing 
and Maintaining Effective Media Rela­
tions” by Paul M. Davis, president-elect of 
the National Radio and Television News 
Directors Association.
—A discussion on videotape of the role 
of public relations for the CPA profession 
with AICPA President Wallace Olson and 
CPA Society Executives Association Presi­
dent Robert Bogan of Michigan.
—A demonstration of the use of video­
tape as a tool for improving public speak­
ing skills by Margo Jossem, AICPA’s new 
speakers referral service coordinator (see 
related story on this page).
—A constructive critique of state soci­
ety advertising and newsletter graphics 
by advertising consultant Peter Johns of 
Burson-Marsteller.
-—Panel discussions on reaching radio 
and television audiences, developing an 
effective speakers bureau, motivating 
members to take part in public relations 
programs, maintaining good relations with 
Continued on page 4
Demand for Speakers 
Prompts New Post
A growing demand for speakers at state 
society seminars, annual conventions and 
chapter-level meetings has prompted 
AICPA’s Public and State Society Rela­
tions Division to add to its staff a full- 
time coordinator of the speakers referral 
service.
Margo R. Jossem assumed the new post 
on July 5. Besides responding to specific 
requests when speakers are needed, she is 
available to help program organizers plan 
their meeting schedules and choose timely 
topics. Her responsibilities also include 
speech coaching.
Participants in the public relations con­
ference at Nordic Hills will have an op- 
Continued on page 4
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Recruitment Posters
Available for Autumn
AICPA’s Relations with Educators Di­
vision is making available to state societies 
a special recruitment poster for placement 
on college bulletin boards in the coming 
semester.
The 11-by-17-inch poster contains a 
pouch for reply postcards and can by sup­
plied with the state society’s name and 
address imprinted on poster and postcards. 
The entire package is available at no cost 
to state societies.
Proclaiming the "World’s shortest CPA 
aptitude test,” the poster asks its readers 
to choose between two alternatives: prob­
lems stimulate me; problems upset me.
"If problems stimulate you, and if you 
have aptitude for concentrated, construc­
tive, creative thinking, you might make a 
good CPA — with opportunities in public 
accounting, industry, education or govern­
ment. You might even decide to form a 
firm of your own,” the copy says.
Orders for posters should be directed to 
James MacNeill, director of the Relations 
with Educators Division, or Beatrice San­
ders, manager.
Annual Meeting Technical Program 
Features Wide Range Of Expertise
Six speakers, all experts on the topics 
they will discuss, will be present for the 
technical sessions of the 60th annual 
meeting, June 14-17, The Greenbrier, 
White Sulphur Springs.
Carl F. Hicks, Jr., Ph.D., an active 
management consultant, a former 
educational administrator and a small 
business owner, is the first speaker on 
the program for Thursday, June 15. 
His topic is “Separating Productivity 
from Activity,” a thought-provoking 
subject which Douglas L. Allemong 
will moderate.
Hicks, a resident of Terre Haute, 
Indiana, is a graduate of Mississippi
State University with an MBA and 
Ph.D. in business administration from 
the University of Arkansas.
MAS and the Local Firms” is the 
topic of the session to be conducted by 
John O. Mason, Jr., Ph.D. and CPA, 
who is a professor of accounting at the 
University of Alabama. His areas of 
interest include systems and auditing 
with emphasis on minicomputers for 
small business, computer modeling, 
generalized audit software packages 
and quantitative and statistical 
methods in auditing. He holds the 
Ph.D. from the University of Missouri 
and is chairman-elect of the American
James E. Foster To Take 
Over As Society President
James E. Foster of Charleston will be 
elected the 60th president of the West 
Virginia Society of Certified Public 
Accountants on Friday, June 16 during 
the annual meeting at The Greenbrier.
Born at Milburn, Fayette County, on 
February 25, 1935, Foster now resides 
at 1628 Berkshire Place with his wife, 
the former Donna Thomas. They are 
the parents of two daughters, Jan 
Denise, 17 and Susan Beth, 14.
He is a graduate of Morris Harvey 
College and served in the U.S. Army 
from 1958 to 1960. Part of his two-year 
tour of duty was spent in Frieberg, 
Germany. He was graduated from col­
lege in 1960 and was married in June 
of that year.
A graduate of Charleston High 
School, he has been with the same firm
(Contd. on Page 6) James E. Foster
Two States Greet 'New Guard’
Charles V. Stuckey
The South Dakota Society welcomed a 
new executive director this month, while 
the Oklahoma Society prepares for a peri­
od of transition in its administrative lead­
ership.
Muriel J. Shepard, a civic leader and 
former teacher from Rapid City, succeed­
ed Judith Nassar in South Dakota on July
Accounting Association’s MAS Section. 
He is also active in the Alabama 
Society and AICPA. Robert J. Pauley 
will moderate this session.
William J. Storm, principal-MAS, 
Alexander Grant & Co., New Orleans, 
La., will speak on “Business Planning 
for Small Business Clients” on Friday, 
June 16. He has a degree in 
mechanical engineering from the Uni­
versity of Illinois and a Master’s in 
business administration from the Uni­
versity of Chicago. He has held various 
positions in industry but has been with 
Alexander Grant since 1971. He has 
taught at the University of Illinois, 
Illinois Institute of Technology, Tulane 
and Loyola. He is the author of many 
articles and a member of many profes­
sional organizations. Moderator for 
this session will be C. Eugene 
Toothman.
W. Robert Grafton, a graduate of 
West Virginia University, will speak on 
"Reporting and Disclosure Problems 
— FASB 13 and 14” at the second 
technical session on Friday. Grafton, a 
member of the firm of Arthur 
Andersen & Co., since his graduation 
in 1963, has been a partner since 1973. 
He is in the Washington, D.C. office. 
Most of his public accounting career 
has been spent on auditing publicly- 
held companies.
He has been active in the profes­
sional organizations, including the 
District of Columbia Institute and 
NAA. Robert S. Maust will serve as 
moderator for this session.
Saturday, June 17, will be devoted to 
taxes, both state and federal with the 
Honorable David C. Hardesty, Jr., 
State Tax Commissioner of West 
Virginia, as the first speaker. His sub­
ject will be “West Virginia Tax
(Contd. on Page 5)
Another
Prize
For the second 
time in six years, the 
West Virginia So­
ciety’s newsletter has 
been judged "best in­
ternal publication” in 
competition spon­
sored by the West 
Virginia Press Wom­
en. Faculty members 
of Drake Universi­
ty’s journalism school 
served as judges. 
Published quarterly 
and ranging up to 
20 pages per issue, 
the newsletter is 
edited by Executive 
Director Mary Neale.
Muriel J. Shepard
1. Judy has joined Arthur Andersen & Co. 
in Minneapolis.
Ms. Shepard, 30, a former college, jun­
ior high school and adult education speech 
teacher, is active in civic affairs. She’s 
served in various leadership capacities 
with the International Toastmistress Clubs 
and was moderator of the 1978 Future of 
South Dakota conference. Her background 
includes experience in public relations and 
private consulting in assertiveness train­
ing.
Charles V. Stuckey, a college adminis­
trator from Texas, joins the Oklahoma 
staff August 1 in preparation for assuming 
the executive director’s post in November. 
Retha Duggan has announced her retire­
ment after 19 years as executive director.
The 43-year-old Stuckey is completing 
his duties as director of Baylor University’s 
San Antonio office. He also has served the 
university as vice president for develop­
ment. He is former manager of civic af­
fairs for the Fort Worth Chamber of Com­
merce and is a lieutenant colonel in the 
Air Force Reserve.
No. Carolina Appoints Aide 
To New Publicity Position
Alice Byrd, a member of the North 
Carolina Association staff since 1970, was 
appointed last month to the newly-created 
position of manager of member services 
and publicity.
Executive Director Herb Wakeford said 
about half of Ms. Byrd’s time will be de­
voted to public relations and noted that 
the appointment represents a new empha­







Minnesota Society will offer a CPE 
course entitled "The CPA as an Expert 
Witness” this fall. The course will 
demonstrate "how the CPA’s expertise 
may be used in court and how to pre­
pare for the court appearance,” reports 
the Society journal, The Footnote. It 
will include a mock trial to show how 
the CPA’s testimony can be used in a 
client’s behalf and how it may be at­
tacked under cross examination.
Utah Association reports that some 
350 low-income families took advan­
tage of the new tax preparation assist­
ance program it began this year with 
the aid of University of Utah students 
and members of CPA firms. About 
50 families received help in filing for 
property tax relief. A number of other 
societies conduct similar tax season pro­
grams.
West Virginia Society earned some 
well-publicized credit recently for a 
study into state government banking 
procedures that led to improvements 
in the way the state manages funds. 
State Treasurer Larrie Bailey said at a 
news conference that the Society’s rec­
ommendations would boost state in­
vestment income by more than $17 
million.
Pennsylvania Institute members 
were treated last month to an engaging 
profile of 101-year-old CPA and Char­
tered Accountant Archibald Norman 
in the Institute’s journal, The Spokes­
man. Norman, who lives at a Masonic 
Home in Pennsylvania, recalls an exotic 
career that took him from London to 
Calcutta, to the Philadelphia office of a 
firm called Marwick, Mitchell and Com­
pany in 1907, and to the position of 
trusted aid to John Wanamaker as 
"auditor general.” He’s been retired 
for 31 years.
District of Columbia Institute’s 
newsletter, The Certificate, recently 
asked its readers for five volunteers to 
comprise an editorial page staff whose 
members would present their views on 
matters affecting the profession. The 
newsletter promised potential editori­
alists "freedom to choose” the topics 
they want. As of early July, three CPAs 
had stepped forward.
Financial Writers Attend Seminar
MINNESOTA SOCIETY President-elect Fred Bassinger (center) discusses tax affairs 
at a financial writers seminar with (clockwise) Society President Charles House, 
Lynn Closway of the Mankato Free Press, John Lundquist of the Associated Press, 
and Charles Withers of the Rochester Post-Bulletin. Eleven journalists attended the 
May 31st session in Minneapolis. Other topics on the agenda were health care costs, 
mergers and acquisitions, and return on investment.
AICPA Public Relations
(A report on public relations activities 
and press coverage of events concerning 
the profession.)
Press attention has recently focused on 
the 1,300-page Securities and Exchange 
Commission report on the accountancy 
profession. As the SEC released its "three- 
volume, three-pound” study urging Con­
gress not to impose direct federal regula­
tion on the profession at this time, larger 
daily papers called AICPA for comment. 
Speaking for the Institute, Donald J. 
Schneeman, general counsel, said he was 
"very pleased” with the report’s findings. 
Walter E. Hanson, chairman of Peat, Mar­
wick, Mitchell & Co. and of the new 
Division for CPA Firms’ SEC Practice 
Section, noted the SEC’s "overall support 
for our self-regulatory progress” and ob­
served his committee is "mindful of their 
areas of concern.” Later, a Wall Street 
Journal writer interviewed W. E. Olson, 
AICPA president, to obtain more infor­
mation on the next steps the profession is 
expected to take.
Other subjects in the press recently: 
audit committees, advertising by CPA 
firms, and financial reporting by small 
businesses.
In addition to aiding reporters gathering 
information on these topics, AICPA’s 
Public and State Society Relations Divi­
sion continued to issue timely news re­
leases almost daily to a carefully developed 
list of editors and newswire services.
The July 17 Fortune’s six-page news 
feature, "Competition Comes to Account­
ing,” incorporated information supplied 
by the Division over a seven-week period.
Also, through the Division’s direct ef­
forts, the Dallas News (circulation 300,- 
000) ran a four-part series on problems
Continued on page 4
New England Veep
MASSACHUSETTS SOCIETY Executive 
Director Ted Flynn was elected vice pres­
ident of the New England Society of 
Association Executives at the group’s an­
nual meeting in Boston June 6. Ted also 
is president - elect of the CPA Society 
Executives Association.
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Plan Savings & Loan Conference
Addresses by seven distinguished guests, 
including Sen. Thomas J. McIntyre, a 
Senate Banking Committee member who 
is a leading proponent of interest-bearing 
checking accounts, will highlight a two- 
day National Conference on Savings and 
Loan Associations, scheduled by AICPA 
for September 28-29 at the Hyatt Regency 
in Washington, D.C.
A primary objective of the conference, 
which will entitle attendees to CPE credit, 
is to clarify accounting and auditing sec­
tions of the revised AICPA Audit and 
Accounting Guide for Savings and Loan 
Associations.
More Than 100
Continued from page 1
print editors and establishing CPAs as 
dependable, frequently-called upon news 
sources.
The panels will be composed of CPAs 
and society staff members who have had 
notable successes in the past year with 
particular programs. Following the panel 
presentations the conference participants 
will break up into smaller discussion 
groups.
The conference is held under the spon­
sorship of AICPA’s Public and State So­
ciety Relations Division, which also has 
prepared the materials for "The CPA as 
Auditor” campaign.
The cost is $195 per person, which in­
cludes all conference materials, two lunch­
eons, a reception and coffee breaks. Hotel 
accommodations and other meals are not 
included. Additional information and 
registration details are available from 
AICPA’s Meetings Department.
Speaker Demand
Continued from page 1 
portunity to discuss their meeting schedule 
requirements or public speaking programs 
with Margo during the conference. Other­
wise she can be contacted at the Public 
and State Society Relations Division.
An honor graduate of the City Univer­
sity of New York, Margo is a former high 
school speech teacher. She is co-author of 
a college level text on speaking, published 
by Prentice Hall in 1977.
EXPOSURE CHECKLIST
The following are draft documents—released by AICPA divisions and commit­
tees— on which state societies have been asked to comment, and which may be modi­
fied as a result of such comments.
Proposed Statement on Standards for Accounting and Review Services: Compilation 
and Review of Financial Statements— issued by the Accounting and Review Services 
Committee on January 20. Comments should be addressed to the Accounting Stand­
ards Division. The deadline has been extended to August 31.
Proposed Statement on Auditing Standards: Analytical Review Procedures—issued by 
the Auditing Standards Executive Committee on May 15. Comments should be ad­
dressed to the Auditing Standards Division and received no later than August 15.
Public Relations
Continued from page 3 
confronting the profession, featuring com­
ments by AICPA Chairman Stanley J. 
Scott. This helped to offset an earlier 
News story which had commented ad­
versely on aspects of the profession’s self- 
regulatory efforts.
The "press guide to AICPA”—a pocket- 
sized brochure statistically summarizing 
important Institute activities and inviting 
reporter inquiries—has received interna­
tional attention. The American correspon­
dent for a British accounting magazine 
developed some of the statistical data into 
a general story on AICPA for publication 
this summer. The press guide was sent to 
600 financial editors and reporters June 1.
As the Coordinator went to press, 
AICPA’s Public and State Society Rela­
tions Division was making arrangements 
with an outside agency, Burson-Marsteller, 
to begin a review and evaluation of the 
Institute’s PR programs.
The State Society Coordinator is published for members of the AICPA Council and AICPA committee chairmen; State Society and chapter officers, 
committee chairmen, executive directors and editors and secretaries of state boards of accountancy. Its purpose is to inform the profession’s leaders of 
current projects and programs of the state societies and chapters and the American Institute.
American Institute of Certified Public Accountants
1211 Avenue of the Americas









A PERSONAL FINANCIAL STATEMENT 
THE KEY TO YOUR FUTURE
A slide talk
for general audiences
PRESENTATION BEGINS WITH SLIDE ONE ON THE SCREEN:
(1) A PERSONAL FINANCIAL STATEMENT: 
THE KEY TO YOUR FUTURE
(2) One of the effects of inflation has been to raise many 
people to a financial position where, for the first time, they have 
to concern themselves about such things as inheritance or capital 
gains taxes.
(3) By nudging up incomes as well as the value of assets, 
inflation has prompted those who, at least on paper, are better off 
than they were in pre-inflation days to look down the road a bit -- 
(4) to consult their financial and legal advisers with a view to 
coordinating their wills and their insurance, pension, investment 
and savings programs. (5) What they try to do is arrange their 
financial affairs in such a way as to minimize taxes, while maximizing 
what will be available for them to enjoy, now and during retirement 
years, and to provide adequately for those they will leave behind.
(6) Many thousands are learning of the benefits of financial 
planning for the first time, while other thousands should plan but 
don’t. I’m speaking of those who are not among the affluent, even 
as a result of inflation. (7) People in that category need financial 
planning, too -- as a tool that can help bring about the results 
they would like to achieve.
(8) Tax planning, retirement planning and estate planning -- 
all begin with a personal financial statement, which primarily is the 
adding up of all assets and liabilities for you and for all members 
of the family who are part of your economic unit.
-2-
(9) Your net worth, the excess of what you own over what you owe, is 
the basic piece of information the personal financial statement conveys.
You can jot down the elements of a personal financial statement 
very simply. (10) In one column, your assets -- what you own:
• Cash on hand or in demand deposits
• Commissions, bonuses or other amounts you have 
coming to you
• Investments
□ Future interests in such things as deferred 
profit-sharing plans
• Cash surrender value of life insurance
• Market value of your home, furnishings, cars and 
other belongings that could be converted 
to cash
(11) In another column, your liabilities -- what you owe
• Tax obligations
• Other debts and bills - including time payment 
plans
• Notes to banks
• The unpaid balance on the mortgage
(12) Add up the two columns and subtract liabilities from assets; 
the result is your net worth.
(13) To get the full picture, though, it will be necessary to 
go on and determine what changes there have been in your net worth 
over those of a year ago -- as a result of income, expenses and 
changes in value. Certainly a lender would be likely to look
-more-
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for such information. Again, two columns. (14) In one, increases in 
market value of securities and fixed assets; these will have resulted from:
• Salary, dividends, interest and other earned 
income
• Capital gains or sales of assets
• Increases in the market value of securities, and
• Additions to your equity in profit-sharing plans 
or the remainder interest in a trust fund, let’s 
say
(15) Now let’s compare with increases in assets during the pre­
ceding year to determine progress, if any.
(16) Decreases in net assets could be caused by:
• Taxes
• Interest expense
• Losses in value, and simply from the cost of 
keeping body and soul together -- living 
expenses. (17) Again let’s compare with what happened 
the year before.
(18) In oversimplified terms, then, this is a personal financial 
statement -- a two-fold document consisting of a balance sheet 
and a funds statement.
Such a document can have values beyond those to the person 
whose finances it covers. (19) It can be used to work out a debt
repayment schedule with creditors, to qualify for a loan or a line of 
credit, or to inform voters if you are a candidate for elective office 
or government post. But when a personal financial statement is pre­
pared for a third party, such as a credit grantor or a government 
agency, it will usually follow a specified form.
-more-
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(20) You have all heard or read about, I am sure, the personal 
financial statements issued quite commonly these days by politicians 
-- in some cases before elections and in others every year.
(21) Those often do not follow a consistent form. In the past, 
many such statements have shown whatever their issuers wanted them to. 
They followed no generally accepted set of accounting rules.
(22) It’s true, the personal financial statements of some 
public figures are based on sound accounting principles — and are even 
reviewed by CPAs. If present trends continue, it may not be long 
before almost all incumbents and nominees for appointive — and 
probably elective -- offices will have to produce personal finan­
cial statements with some meaning and reliability.
(23) Federal, state and local government units in growing 
numbers seem to be moving in that direction.
When the rules call for an independent audit of the financial 
statement by a CPA, (24) he must follow very specific guidelines set 
down by the American Institute of Certified Public Accountants, the 
auditors’ national professional organization and the authoritative 
body in such matters.
But of course these guidelines are far from universally observed, 
(25) for it is not candidates for public office or persons seeking 
credit who account for most of the personal financial statements 
being prepared. Far and away the greatest number are produced for benefit 
of the individuals themselves.
(26) Although individuals preparing summaries of their financial 
conditions for their own purposes can follow any rules they please, I’d 
-more-
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like to suggest that observing the guidelines for statements audited 
by CPAs is likely to produce the most informative picture of where 
you stand, so for your own benefit you may want to follow them.
(27) What procedures do the CPAs follow?
Well, some are a little too special for the average citizen 
and are probably not necessary in the case of those who are drafting 
their own statements, but here are some that I recommend:
(28) Use the accrual rather than the cash method...that means 
treating receivables — amounts owed you — as assets, even if they 
aren’t collectable until some time in the future. The same with 
obligations you won’t have to meet until later in the year; list them 
as liabilities now.
(29) (Under the cash method you do not recognize amounts 
owed you as assets until they are received and only cash paid out 
is recognized as expense.)
(30) The accrual method is preferable because it gives a 
clearer view of the total financial picture. There’s less chance of 
overlooking pertinent information.
(31) If your financial statement covers not just you but also 
your wife or husband and other members of your immediate family — 
your economic unit — be sure to make a clear distinction between 
those assets and liabilities that are solely yours and those that 
are shared with the others.
(32) If property is held in joint tenancy, for example, or as
-more-
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community property, specify that fact in the statement.
(33) If assets or liabilities reflect significant investments 
in closely-held businesses, these should be shown in single amounts. 
Don't try to break down a company’s financial situation in your 
statement; that will only blur the picture. Simply present your 
investment as an asset or liability of such and such an amount and 
let it go at that. (34) Further information can be obtained if 
necessary from the company’s financial statement.
The focus of financial statements of business enterprises 
generally is on income, not assets. (35)And although there has 
been considerable discussion about current value accounting -- or 
inflation accounting, as it is sometimes mistakenly called -- there 
has been no real shift in company reporting away from the traditional 
method of evaluating assets on the basis of historical costs.
(36) But personal financial statements serve other purposes. 
For personal financial planning purposes, the important thing to 
know is what am I worth; what do I owe; how much do I have at my 
disposal? What my house cost back in 1956 therefore is really of 
little significance.
(37) Years ago, newspaper feature articles used to proclaim 
that an adult human being was worth a dollar ninety eight cents 
or two dollars and a quarter or whatever. Fifteen cents worth of 
calcium tn the bones, a quarter’s worth of carbon, two cents worth 
of iron and so on -- all figured at the going rates for each element.
-more-
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(38) Today, what with inflation, a person probably would be 
worth four or five dollars, but only if a cost-free way of ex­
tracting the chemicals were to be found. And even then there would 
be a painful contingency: you would have to die to collect.
This illustrates, I think, an important fact about any 
system for evaluating a person’s worth: (39) unless the evaluation 
is a realistic reflection of what an asset could be sold for today 
it is really meaningless.
(40) The American Institute of CPAs is currently restudying 
the audit guidelines for personal financial statements and that is 
one major change that could be in the works: more emphasis on 
current values -- the fair market values today.
(41) In this and other matters, the important thing to re­
member is how the financial statement will be used; keep in mind 
the needs of those for whom it is being prepared.
But to get on with the suggestions for preparing your personal 
financial statement:
(42) Future interests such as a pension fund from which you 
are vested to receive guaranteed minimum benefits should be listed 
at their present value. If they have no measurable monetary worth 
as of now, don’t list them. (43) If there are any contingencies 
attached, such as a requirement that you or your spouse reach a 
specified age, don’t include. (44) Thus, the Social Security 
benefits to which you will ultimately be entitled are not assets; 
they are not considered to be guaranteed.
This is not to say your future Social Security benefits 
are without value -- only that they are without cash value as of 




(45) Marketable securities are valued at their closing prices 
on the date of the statement, unless they constitute a block of 
shares large enough to depress the price if suddenly put up for 
sale, or unless they represent a controlling interest.
(46) Life insurance is valued normally at its cash surrender 
value, less loans outstanding against it.
(47) Real estate values can be arrived at in any of a number 
of ways, including:
(48) • Real estate agents' estimates. Agents often 
have a good feel for what a given house in a 
given neighborhood would bring in today’s market.
(49) • Property tax assessments can also be used if 
you can determine what their relationship to 
current local market values may be.
(50) • If your home is like many others in your area 
-- part of a project, let’s say -- you can 
determine the value by what other comparable 
homes have sold for recently.
(51) • And if you've recently had the house appraised 
for a loan or mortgage renegotiation or some 
other purpose, the professional appraiser’s 
evaluation is good.
(52) The value of personal effects of substantial worth can be 
assessed in comparable ways. Having a qualified appraiser evaluate 
jewelry, coin collections, art works, antiques or other prized 
possessions from time to time can be doubly useful: (53) you can 
use the current values he comes up with not only for the personal 
financial statement but also for updating insurance coverage, and 
also -- heaven forbid -- for substantiating a casualty tax deduction 
in case of a loss. -more-
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(54) In listing, under liabilities, the taxes you owe, don’t 
overlook any unpaid income taxes for the elapsed part of the current year.
(55) Also, remember the tax you would have to pay on any 
capital gain that would result if you sold all your assets. Compute 
the tax as if the assets were to be sold on the date of the financial 
statement.
(56) Having prepared a personal financial statement you will 
have discovered, perhaps for the first time, your net worth, and I 
would hazard a guess that it’s considerably more than a dollar 
ninety eight cents worth of carbon, calcium, and iron. Now what 
do you do with the information? (57) Well, as I’ve indicated, the 
personal financial statement is a realistic starting point from 
which to begin an examination of your investments, insurance, savings 
and retirement programs. By revealing assets that were obscured -- 
such as the equity you have built up in your home -- it can point 
you toward investment opportunities you didn’t know were there.
(58) With it in hand, reexamine your will. If you were to 
pass on today, what would be the tax consequences to your heirs? You 
might want to consult your CPA, then call in your lawyer to redraft 
that will to lessen the tax effects. This is especially true if 
you have not updated your will since passage of the Tax Reform Act 
of 1976.
(59) And to be really beneficial, the personal financial state­
ment should be prepared every year. Then a year-by-year comparison 
will show changes in income, expenses and net worth and give a con­
tinuing, useful picture of how you’re doing. (60) Financial planning 
will no longer be a once-in-a-while affair but a normal, productive 
part of your economic life.
(61) Thank you.
(NOTE: Additional copies of the text for this 
slide talk, A PERSONAL FINANCIAL STATEMENT: 
THE KEY TO YOUR FUTURE, are available at no 
cost. Sets of the accompanying slides may 
be obtained from AICPA for $25 per set. 
Cassettes carrying the recorded narration 
can be ordered from AICPA for $10 each.)
SLIDE SCENE LIST
”A Personal Financial Statement: 
The Key To Your Future”
1. A Personal Financial Statement: 32. Husband & wife
The Key To Your Future 33. Listing of holdings
(on screen before presentation 34. ABC Corporation
begins) 35. Factory
2. Man in balloon 36. "Personal finances not same”
3. Inflated house 37. Man & his elements
4. Group at table 38. Inflation & same
5. Two men with documents 39. Todays values apply
6. Harried man with envelopes 40. Historical & current values
7. Man relaxes 41. ’’User is king”
8. Personal financial statement 42. "Future interest"
9. Assets-liabilities=net worth 43. Old man & social security
10. List of assets 44. Closer same
11. List of liabilities 45. Stock listings
12. Total both lists and find difference 46. Life insurance policy
13. This year - last year’s 47. House
14. Increases in assets 48. Super 1
15. Same & last year’s 49. Super 2
16. Decreases in assets 50. Super 3
17. Same & last year 51. Super 4
18. Balance sheet & funds statement 52. Car, boat, fur, etc.
19. Uses for statements 53. Man with loupe
20. Politician 54. Figure taxes up to now
21. Silly list 55. Net assets minus tax on gain
22. Opening blinds to let in light 56. Man relaxes with personal
23. Law books financial statement
24. ’’Purposes of personal fin. state.” 57. Man consults adviser
25. Book: Personal Financial Planning 58. Examining will
26. "My finances" 59. Graph
27. Audit guide cover 60. Four at table




NOTE: Sets of slides are available 
from AICPA for $25 per set. 
Tape cassettes carrying the 
recorded narration may also 
be obtained, for $10 per
cassette.
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NEWS From Your Society of Certified Public Accountants Your Address, City, State
FOR RELEASE: CONTACT:
TELEPHONE:
CPA SAYS TO PLAN FUTURE YOU 
MUST KNOW PRESENT STATUS
Whether inflation has boosted you into higher tax 
brackets or has left you hanging on the ropes, one way of countering 
its effects is through planning.
Financial planning -- for tax purnoses, retirement, 
or estate building — begins with the preparation of a personal 
financial statement, the full picture of current assets, liabilities 
and net worth.
How to prepare such a financial statement is the theme 
of a talk by ____ ______  of the ______________ Society of
(name)
Certified Public Accountants, to be delivered before the _________ _
at ____ , _____________ '
(place) (time)
Mr. _____________ believes that determining net worth —
what you own minus what you owe -- is the indispensable starting 
point for arranging personal financial affairs so as to minimize 
taxes and maximize what is left for you to enjoy, now and during 
retirement years, while allowing you to provide adequately for 
those you will leave behind.
-more-
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Personal financial statements, he says, are used for 
establishing credit, preparing a debt repayment schedule, and 
proving one’s qualifications for elective or appointive office. 
But the most common use for such statements is in financial 
planning.
Mr.  advises that, for the most informative 
picture of where you stand, you follow the guidelines used by CPAs 
in auditing personal financial statements.
For example, he suggests use of the accrual rather than 
the cash method -- treating amounts owed you as assets, and debts 
as liabilities, even though they aren’t collectible until some time 
in the future. He also advocates including in the statement the 
assets and liabilities of spouses, and perhaps other members of 
the immediate family.
The big innovation in personal financial statements, 
Mr.  notes, is that unlike corporate statements, the 
emphasis now is on current values rather than historical costs.
In his talk Mr.  will outline ways of determining 
current values of homes and other assets and of discounting assets 
and obligations that will not be received or paid until a year or 
more hence.
The Sneakers Bureau of the  Society of Certified 
Public Accountants arranges for CPAs to talk before civic and 
fraternal groups on a variety of subjects of interest to business 
people and laymen.
# # #
NEWS From Your Society of Certified Public Accountants Your Address, City, State
FOR RELEASE: CONTACT:
TELEPHONE:
PERSONAL FINANCIAL STATEMENT 
CAN SHOW WHERE YOU’RE AT
All personal financial planning -- for tax purposes, 
savings and investment programs or for building an estate -- 
begins with a personal financial statement, a listing of all assets 
and liabilities of the individual and his or her spouse.
How such a statement is prepared is the theme of a talk by 
___________ , CPA, of the _____________  Society of CPAs, before _______  
at the______________ ____ .
(place) (time)
Mr. ___________ says a person can’t determine where he
is going financially until he knows where he stands now — his net 
worth, or the excess of what he owns over what he owes.
Other points he makes include the fact that personal 
financial statements are prepared for a variety of reasons -- for 
working out a debt repayment schedule with creditors, qualifying 
for a loan or line of credit, or persuading somebody that you are a 
likely candidate for high office or other position of trust. But 
the most common reason for drawing up a statement is for the 
individual’s own use, for estate planning purposes, updating wills 




When a personal financial statement is prepared for a 
third party, such as a credit grantor or a government agency, it must 
follow a specified form. If an independent audit of the statement 
by a CPA is required, he will follow guidelines set down by the 
American Institute of Certified Public Accountants (AICPA), the 
auditors’ national professional organization.
Observing the guidelines that apply to audited statements 
is likely to produce the most informative picture of where you stand. 
Among the auditors’ suggestions are the following:
Use the accrual rather than the cash method. This means 
you should include as assets any sums owed you, and list obligations 
even if they aren't payable until some later date.
In the past, assets traditionally have been presented on 
the basis of what they cost, with current values stated only as 
added information. Now, because of inflation, AICPA is thinking of 
changing that around; in audited personal financial statements the 
emphasis soon may be on current values -- the fair market values today.
In computing the value of receivables, list those coming 
due soon at their face amounts. For those due a year or more in the 
future discount them for the estimated amount of interest you 
could earn if you had the cash in hand now.
Marketable securities are valued at their closing prices on 
the date of statement, unless they constitute a block of shares 
large enough to depress the price if suddenly put up for sale, or 
unless they represent a controlling interest.
-more-
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Life insurance is valued normally at its cash surrender 
value, less loans outstanding against it.
Real estate values can be arrived at in any of a number of 
ways, including real estate agents’ estimates, property tax 
assessments and their relationship to local market values, prices 
paid in sales of similar properties nearby, and appraisals made 
for loans or other purposes.
One final bit of advice from the  CPA Society: 
to really benefit from a personal financial statement, you should 
draw up another one a year from now and each year thereafter. Then 
a comparison will show changes in income, expenses and net worth 
and give a continuing, useful picture of how you’re doing.
* * *
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KEY TO MANAGING YOUR CASH: THE FLOAT
A speech designed for small-business 
audiences. In section #4 of this binder 
is a cash projection chart, copies of 
which can be distributed to audiences 
when this speech is given. The copies 
can be ordered in large quantities at 
no charge.
KEY TO MANAGING YOUR CASH: THE FLOAT
I heard recently of a wealthy taxpayer who becomes furious 
every time he files his tax returns, not because of the big checks 
he has to send along, but because he knows from past experience 
that the tax collectors will sit on his checks for weeks or months.
The thought of thousands of tax checks lying uncashed for 
all that time drives him to distraction, as he ponders how much 
could be earned — and how much taxes might be reduced -- if those 
checks were to be cleared and the money put to work at once.
I’m sure we all share at least some of that taxpayer’s 
frustration. But I wonder how many of us are guilty, in less 
obvious ways, perhaps, of the same sort of poor cash management.
At least the bureaucrat has the excuse that he works for 
a non-profit entity -- non-profit by design.
If your operation is non-profit also, and not by design, 
faulty cash management could be part of the reason. And poor 
handling of cash flow is especially short-sighted in times like 
these, when capital is so difficult to come by, and so expensive 
when you can lay your hands on it.
One of the few weapons available for combatting the effects
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of inflation and the resultant shortage of capital is the wise use 
of eash as it flows through your company -- squeezing those dollars 
to make one do the work of two.
The first step toward accomplishing this is to reduce the 
float you provide to others, while taking full advantage of the 
float they make available to you.
Let’s look at the float you give others: Today, after re­
ceiving an order for whatever it is you manufacture, you go out 
and borrow X thousand dollars to cover your out-of-pocket costs 
in producing them. Interest on those borrowed funds begins at 
once, on Day Number One, as do your fixed expenses.
Now comes the normal lead time -- for acquiring materials, 
retooling, production, inspection, packaging and so on. On Day 
Number 30, let’s say, the finished products are shipped. Invoices 
follow. There’s the normal credit period before the due date and 
now we’re up to Day Number 45. The customer takes advantage of 
his good standing and lets the bill slide a few days more. Then 
he mails a check and the Postal Service claims its float, taking 
us to Day 55.
You deposit the check and after the bank uses up its float 
here we are with funds finally available on Day 60.
And that, of course, is based on the rosiest of assumptions; 
how often do things click off as smoothly as that? Not very, with 
Murphy's law still in effect. (You know Murphy’s law: "If any­
thing can go wrong it will." And then there's Harrigan's supple­
ment to Murphy's law: "Murphy was an optimist.")
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So a more likely timetable would have one or more of the 
following events occuring:
• Your billing department fails to send off the invoice 
promptly
• The mailman loses it
• The customer ignores it, or his check bounces
And so on and on, with the total transaction stretching out 
to a lot more than two months.
And the more successful the company is, the greater the 
amount of cash it is likely to have tied up in float. There have 
been cases of companies going bankrupt because of their success; 
a flood of orders overextending their capacity for obtaining work­
ing capital. (I said success caused their bankruptcy, but it would 
be more accurate to say success together with poor cash management 
brought on the collapse.)
So let’s look at some of the rules for good cash management. 
What does an effective financial officer do to best use his cash 
flow?
• He reviews his credit policy to improve his ability to 
spot the deadbeats in advance. There are all kinds of 
tools available to help accomplish this: credit bureau 
ratings, bank references, annual reports, and, of course, 
your own past experience with the customer. Don't let 
the fact that a customer has done a lot of business 
with you in the past blind you to his recent credit 
record. There comes a time when you must forget about
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offending a valued client and pursue your normal 
procedures for collecting on long overdue accounts.
• Next, a good cash manager will bill promptly and 
follow up the billing with an established procedure -- 
after so many days a reminder; after so many more 
a letter in sterner language; and finally the cards- 
on-the-table approach.
• One procedure many companies follow is to offer dis­
counts for prompt payment, and the other side of 
that coin -- also found effective in stemming the 
cash drain -- is to charge interest on balances owed more 
than 30 days.
Now those are some of the ways of minimizing on the float 
you supply to others. Let’s consider ways of making good use of 
the float available to you:
• First, take advantage of discounts for prompt payment. 
If a supplier offers two percent for payment within 10 
days and you pass it up and then pay the full amount 
within 30 days, what you have done, in effect, is pay 
two percent for the use of the money for 20 days. 
That’s the equivalent of 36 percent a year.
• Having paid immediately because doing so brings a bene­
fit, it makes no sense to pay at once if you don’t 
have to -- where there is no benefit -- and especially 
if there is no penalty for delaying. If you have 30 
days to pay, take it.
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Cash freed up in this manner can be used as working capital 
or, if there is a temporary excess, it can be parked in any of a 
number of highly liquid investments that are available: treasury 
bills, short-term notes, negotiable certificates of deposit, or 
even day-of-deposit-to-day-of-withdrawal savings accounts.
But before you begin investing in such instruments, you 
should know what your day-to-day and week-to-week cash needs will 
be in the months ahead. This can be done by preparing a cash flow 
projection: a statement of all expected cash receipts -- from sales, 
collections or other sources -- as well as cash you will have to pay 
out in the weeks ahead.
Such a projection will not only reveal your daily and weekly 
needs and your prospects for meeting them, but will also direct a 
spotlight on the big bills coming up that will put a heavy drain on 
your cash resources. Conversely, of course, it will also show up 
any large inflows of funds that may be expected, giving you an 
opportunity to plan what you will do with that money -- how you can 
put it to work for you as soon as it is received.
Financial officers of large corporations wouldn't permit 
a sizeable amount of cash to lie idle even for a weekend and the 
same sort of thinking can benefit a company of lesser size, as 
well.
Some large companies have as many as half a dozen persons 
working full time on cash management. They sit at the telephone 
most of the day, buying and selling commercial paper, Eurodollar 




At such firms a daily report is prepared on how much cash 
will be available that day to be spent or invested. Each month, 
an estimate is made for 90 days in advance, showing the expected 
receipts and disbursements in that period -- a projection of the 
cash flow. Then, twice a year, a cash budget is prepared for the 
next two years.
Now, of course, a small company can't afford to allocate 
that much manpower to cash management. I cite this as an example 
of the extent to which many big companies go to make a dollar work 
overtime; how important they consider it.
Inevitably, cash management is going to involve you in short, 
medium or long-term borrowing, or in specialized arrangements such 
as leasing, debt factoring or discounting your accounts receivable.
The services and rates banks offer, like those of other 
suppliers, are not frozen; they can be highly flexible, so it pays to 
shop around. If you have good relations with one or two banks you'll 
want to cherish those relationships, and you should. But even the 
bank where you've always done your banking can be overstocked with 
cash from time to time and ready to meet the competition. Give them 
the chance. And, if you're a favored customer, take advantage of 
that fact; get the best deal you can. At least talk to them; don't 
assume they will give you the best deal automatically.
For substantial credit, you may be required to submit a de­
tailed financial statement -- perhaps one that has been audited by 
a CPA. If you do, I hope you will look on it as more than an incon­
venience, for an audited financial statement can be very useful -- 
to you as well as to the banker.
For example, an auditor among other things will check out 
your internal controls. Internal controls are the policies and 
procedures designed to safeguard assets, such as cash, and to pro- 
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mote reliable accounting records essential for a sound cash flow 
projection. CPA auditors now are required to issue a letter explaining 
major weaknesses in internal control they may encounter. That can 
be very helpful -- getting comments and recommendations for correcting 
weaknesses from people who understand business in general and your 
business in particular.
A CPA audit is an independent, third-party examination of a 
company's financial statements -- a penetrating look at the balance 
sheet and the income statement, as well as the facts that underlie 
them -- followed by the expression of a professional opinion on 
whether the accounting conforms to generally accepted accounting 
principles.
Independent audits once were of concern mainly to financial 
people -- those deeply involved in ownership of, or trading in, shares 
of publicly-held corporations.
But gradually, over a period of just a few years, great 
numbers of persons not on Wall Street -- not investors or traders -- 
have discovered that audits can be very useful sources of information - 
the place to look for some of those answers people are demanding.
As more and more people want more and more information, each 
year the auditor has had to dig a little deeper; the lengthy check­
list of tests that must be made before the audit opinion can be 
signed has grown a little longer.
The major reason for performing an audit is, as I said, 
to determine whether the statements conform with generally accepted 
accounting principles. This includes not only the propriety of the 
accounting treatment of complex transactions, such as whether a lease 
is in effect only a method of financing the purchase of an asset, 
but such questions as:
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• Have all liabilities been recorded?
• Is the inventory saleable? and,
• Are the receivables collectible?
Now why is it so essential to uncover such facts? Because 
unless a company’s accounting procedures and reporting practices 
conform to known standards, revealing comparable data in a consistent 
fashion, its financial statements are meaningless. If one company 
treats an item as an asset while another puts it down as an expense, 
obviously they’re not speaking the same language; there’s no way 
to compare the two companies’ success or failure, or figure out 
where they stand.
Publicly held corporations, having been required since way 
back in the thirties to submit to annual, independent audits, 
are accustomed to undergoing this periodic scrutiny.
Corporations put audited financial reports to a variety of 
good uses; for example:
• Assuring investors and potential investors of the 
company’s condition,
• Giving the company credibility in its dealings with 
lending institutions and taxing and regulatory agencies.
• Providing a rational base on which to conduct labor 
negotiations,
• And helping to identify unexploited profit centers, flaws 
in the control system, tax-planning opportunities -- 
information essential to many managerial decisions.
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Many smaller companies have recently been exposed to audit 
requirements more demanding than those they have known in the past. 
There have been objections from some of those companies — and also 
from public accounting firms whose clients they are -- that some 
types of disclosures are either irrelevant or the cost of checking 
them out far exceeds any benefits the disclosures might bring to 
users of the information.
The American Institute of CPAs is working on an alternative 
to the audited financial report for the small, closely-held company. 
Recognizing that there are different levels of need for accounting 
services at such companies, AICPA proposes what it calls a "compila­
tion of financial statements." In effect, this would consist of 
client-supplied information which the CPA would put into financial- 
statement form without testing the clients’ accounting methods.
AICPA couples this proposal with one for a somewhat more 
sophisticated "review of financial statements" -- again for small, 
closely-held companies. On such reviews the CPA would be required 
to make certain investigations and analyses in order to give 
limited assurance that the statement conforms to generally accepted 
accounting principles or to some other comprehensive basis of 
accounting.
Both of these new procedures -- the "compilation" and the 
"review" -- are substantially narrower than the full-fledged audit 
required of publicly-owned companies. But no matter how much the 
independent CPA’s work is modified to meet special requirements, 
we must remember that there are minimum requirements that will 
always have to be met -- standards that cannot be dispensed with.
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If the requirements are met, and the essential purposes 
are achieved, the benefits to you can be quite real. For the audit 
can give you reasonable assurance of the reliability of the financial 
information on which you are basing important decisions. It can 
also establish the soundness of your controls over the accounting 
system. And it can be a powerful stimulus -- a motivator for all 
levels of management -- to adhere to sound policies and practices 
-- not just in appearance but in fact.
Facts, not appearances, should underlie all business decisions. 
And in enterprises of any type or size, be it corporate, non-profit, 
or governmental, an audit helps bring out the facts.
Nowhere is accurate, up-to-date information more essential 
than in cash management. For it’s hard to make full use of the 
cash available without knowing how much is there, how much can be 
expected to be there in the weeks and months ahead and all the 
demands that will be made upon it.
Such information -- its presence or absence -- can spell 
the difference between success and failure of a business.
Thank you.
* * *
COMPUTERS AND THE SMALL COMPANY
Prior to the ’70s, cost and size kept the computer 
outside the domain of all but the very large corporations. 
Today, any company ready to invest $50,000 to $100,000 can 
have an ample mini-computer system installed in the space 
required for a desk and a bookcase.
The question, for thousands of small and medium­
size companies that have not yet taken the step is: should 
they?
As an independent auditor, I believe there are 
benefits in some degree of computerization for almost any 
organization, even if it’s merely the electronic processing 
of payroll and prospect lists -- perhaps with only a computer 
terminal on the premises, linked to a computer elsewhere, an 
arrangement known as time-sharing.
Not the least of the reasons for computerizing 
is to achieve better auditing capability, which leads to 
better protection for the financial integrity of the business.
How do computers help in auditing? By making it 
possible for an auditor to perform many kinds of tests that 
time and cost would prohibit if they had to be done manually. 
The scope of the audit, therefore, can be expanded.
Similarly, the computer permits much more complexity 
in auditing because it can mix a far greater number of 
variables than can the human mind. And with a computer, the 
auditor can process much larger samples, producing a higher 
level of confidence in the test results.
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Generally speaking, an auditor freed from the 
clerical drudgery that accompanies manual auditing can devote 
full time to what one CPA calls "the judgmental aspects” of 
an audit. In other words, both man and machine can do what 
each is best suited to do. But that is true only if the 
integrity of the computer’s ’’software” -- its programs and 
data banks -- is safeguarded.
A properly designed system should incorporate data 
control features that allow detection of errors made while 
data is being fed to the computer and of malfunctions that 
occur while data is being transmitted, as well as processing 
errors that result from equipment malfunction or operator 
error.
No less important are controls that facilitate a 
clear ’’audit trail.” The system should allow the auditor to 
trace processing steps and thus analyze the detail that under­
lies data output. (In a manual audit, the "trail” would be 
provided by paper records such as receipts, order forms and 
ledger entries.)
And there are good reasons having nothing to do 
with auditing why the business person undertaking computerization 
must firmly resolve to retain full knowledge of, and control 
over, the system. In its eagerness to computerize, management 
often fails to give security the priority it demands. And 
the first line of defense is adequate understanding of how 
the system works.
As a CPA newsletter noted recently:
’’The person who operates a minicomputer can quickly 
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guage management’s knowledge of the unit by the questions they 
ask. If you show that there are gaps in your understanding 
of the unit, this fact will soon be general knowledge among 
your employees and the temptation to electronically drain your 
assets may be too much for someone to resist.
A layman with limited knowledge of both accounting 
and electronic data processing, when planning computerization, 
should first learn some basics. Many schools offer evening 
programs on the subject, and most computer vendors give short 
courses on the use of their equipment.
Such courses can help management shop intelligently 
for the right computer hardware, take a hand in planning a 
system tailored to the company’s particular needs, and also 
help avoid computer abuses after the system is installed.
When involving itself in the planning of a computer 
system,management should see to it that the internal 
auditor and the independent CPA are on hand from the beginning.
Management must retain firm, unwavering control of 
access to the system. Access controls usually are more a 
matter of human precaution rather than machine safeguards. 
Although there are ways to inhibit manipulation of a computer 
system by coding or scrambling data, or introducing password 
requirements, small companies relying on mini-computers 
probably would be more inclined to rely on basic security 
measures such as these:
- - Keep all computer equipment in a locked area.




- - Restrict access to computer software to only 
those individuals responsible for using it.
- - Schedule the use of computer equipment on as 
regular a basis as possible, and log all use.
- - Give the most careful attention to selecting 
personnel who will have access to the computer, as you would 
to employees who handle large amounts of cash.
- - Impress upon all employees that security rules 
concerning the computer are strictly enforced.
For the most part, these are simply common sense 
measures. Incredibly, they sometimes are ignored or laxly 
applied by men and women who otherwise display the sharpest 
business acumen. In relaxing control, they open the door 
to fraud and embezzlement, and, at the very least, weaken 
the computer as a tool for effective auditing.
###
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Preparing the Cash Flow Projection
On the opposite page is a suggested form for your cash flow statement. In brief, it 
provides space to show, by month, the amount of cash you had to start the month, the 
amount of cash you received, the amount of cash you spent, and how much cash you had at 
the end of the month.
1. Cash at beginning of period
In the first column of the statement, which represents all time before you start 
your business, the figure is zero. For all other periods (months) the beginning balance 
is equal to the cash at the end of the prior period.
2. Cash received
a. From cash sales.
b. From collection of receivables.
By your sales forecast you know the dollar amount of sales. Estimate how 
much of this will be cash sales and write the amounts on line 3 for each period.
The remaining sales will be paid for at a later date—you must estimate when. 
If you expect them to be paid for within 15 days, put one-half of the charge sales 
in the period they were sold, and one-half in the following period, on line 4. 
(Remember to add one-half of the preceding period’s charge sales.) If you expect 
that it may take 30 days to collect for your charge sales, put each month’s charge 
sales on line 4 of the following month. Any charge sales you expect to require 
more than 30 days to collect should be added to the second, third, etc., following 
period.
In each case the charge-sale figure used should be reduced by the amount of 
uncollectible charges you expect to have.
c. From other sources.
Skip over lines 6 through 15 until you have completed the Cash-Paid-Out section.
3. Cash paid out
a. For capital equipment.
This is the amount you will expect to pay for the equipment, tools, furniture, 
fixtures, and similar items needed in your business. You know this type of item from 
your facility-required work sheet. It may be full payment, or monthly time payments. 
It does not include repayment of loans you may make to buy capital items. If such a 
loan is made, it is added to cash, and the entire amount of cash payment for 
equipment is entered in the period in which the transaction was made.
The total of all payments for capital equipment should be written on line 17 for 
the period in which payment is to be made.
b. For trade accounts payable.
Trade accounts, as used here, means the bills you have for materials and outside 
services which become a part of the products or services you will sell. You can 
estimate them from your bills of material and your estimated volume. A part of your 
estimated calculation must be based on the amount of time which will be required to 
process materials into salable items. Another factor is the terms on which you buy 
your materials. For example, if all your material purchases are on a ten-day payment 
basis, your estimated trade accounts paid would be written on line 18 for the period 
during which payment is to be made.
-over-
c. For payroll.
Your expected payroll for each month should be written on line 19. The payroll 
figure should include all deductions taken from employees’ pay and the related payroll 
tax which your business will have to pay. (Such deductions and tax reserves should be 
placed in a separate bank account to insure that they are available when needed.)
d. Indirect expense.
e. Sales expense.
f. General and administrative expense.
You have estimated these three types of expense in preparing your overhead 
estimate. They should be written in lines 20, 21, and 22 for each period. Be sure you 
do not include the payroll portion of overhead that has been handled in (c) above.
g. For taxes.
You have already taken care of the payroll related taxes. The other tax payments 
will be on your tax calendar. Write your estimates for various periods on line 23.
h. For interest.
i. For loan repayments.
j. For dividends.
k. For owner’s withdrawals.
Projected Cash Flow  
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Memo — Cash Balance Start
Total lines 3 and 4
Total lines 17 thru 23
Memo — Cash Balance End
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NEWS From Your Society of Certified Public Accountants Your Address, City, State
FOR RELEASE: CONTACT:
TELEPHONE:
CPA SUGGESTS WAYS TO AVOID BEING 
A NON-PROFIT ORGANIZATION
If a company proves to be a non-profit organization, 
but not through intent, poor management of its cash may be 
the cause.
Making wise use of the cash that flows through a company-- 
squeezing those dollars to make one do the work of two-- 
will be the theme of a talk by ____ _______ of the ________
(name)
Society of Certified Public Accountants, to be delivered 
before the _____ ______  at , .
(organization) (place) (time)
The first step toward effective cash management, Mr. 
_______ says, is to reduce the "float a company provides to 
others while taking full advantage of the float they make 
available to you. (Float he defined as money represented 
by checks outstanding or in the process of collection.)
Under the best of circumstances, delays in the collection 
of receivables caused by late payment, the time it takes 
for mail to be delivered and checks to clear, etc., could easily 
cause a wait of two months.
’’And that’s when everything clicks,” says Mr. _________ .
"And you know Murphy’s law: if anything can go wrong it will. 




The CPA suggests that the collection
(city) 
process can be speeded by improving credit checks on customers 
and by establishing and following procedures for
letting them know they must pay within a reasonable period.
Discounts for prompt payment are helpful, he advises, 
and so is charging interest on balances unpaid after 30 days.
To minimize the float a company provides to others, 
Mr. suggests taking advantage of any discounts for prompt 
payment and delaying payments for the full permissable period.
Cash freed up in this manner can be used as working 
capital or, if there is an excess, "parked” in any of a number 
of highly liquid investments available.
Many large companies, he said would not permit substantial 
amounts of cash to lie idle even for a weekend.
When, for credit purposes, a company is audited by a 
CPA firm, Mr. suggested, the audit can be as useful 
to the company audited as to those who required it.
Among other things, he said, the audit will show up 
deficiencies in internal controls, which are the policies and 




OUTLINE: TALK BY STATE SOCIETY PRESIDENT
"The Profession Faces its Responsibilities”
1 - Introduction
A - Opening comments -- acknowledge introduction -- 
Humorous story if appropriate
B - Here to bring you up to date in broad terms with 
developments in the CPA profession that affect 
all businesses and business people.
C - Explain the basic functions of a CPA without going 
into too much detail and minus technical jargon.
1 - Business advisor
2 - Tax consultant
3 - Internal Controller
4 - Independent auditor
-more-
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II - Some of the problems the profession faces.
A - Blame for the corporate financial failures, fraud and such 
activities as illegal payoffs and political contributions.
B - These resulted in investigations by legislators and 
regulatory agencies.
1 - House Subcommittee on Oversight and Investigation 
headed by Congressman John Moss complained in October 
1976 that SEC was allowing the accounting profession 
too much freedom to set its own technical and ethical 
standards.
2 - In January 1977, the staff of the Senate Subcommittee 
on Reports, Accounting and Management, headed by 
Senator Lee Metcalf, stated the profession was dominated 
by the large accounting firms and lacked both the 
ability and will to audit major corporate clients pro­
perly. It called for all kinds of federal legislation 
to set up government controls of the profession.
3 - In March 1977, the FTC accused the profession of being 
too restrictive and of engaging in unfair competitve 
practices.
4 - In the same month, the independent ("Cohen”) Commission 
on Auditors’ Responsibilities, set up by the AICPA, is­
sued tentative report noting:
a - Corporate management has primary responsibility for 
its financial statements.
b - Auditor’s responsibility in detecting corporate er­
rors and illegal acts.
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c - Ways to enhance the auditor’s independence from 
his clients.
d - Education requirements.
5 - In April, the Metcalf Subcommittee opened hearings to 
hear testimony relating to its staff report and learned 
that the report was based primarily on information five 
to ten years old.
6 - During the hearings, the SEC said it would prod the 
profession to tighten its standards.
7 - In June, the "Cohen” Commission held open hearings 
based on its report.
8 - In July the FTC started looking for evidence to support 
the charges it had made earlier in the year.
9 - In August, Congressman Moss announced he was consider­
ing drafting a bill to establish a federal board under 
the SEC to supervise the accounting prefession if he is 
not satisfied with the steps the profession takes on its 
own.
10 - In November, the Metcalf Subcommittee concurred that 
self-regulation was the best method for instituting 
what it felt were needed changes, which included: 
a - Eliminating ’’over-complicated and burdensome” ac­
counting standards and regulations for small busi­
nesses .
b - An "immediate end" to restrictions against advertis­
ing.
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c - Encouraging the "same high standards” of audit­
ing in the U.S. to be applied to corporate acti­
vities in foreign countries.
li - In December, the SEC called for accounting rules 
that reflect inflation’s effects on earnings and 
stronger disclosure requirements concerning the re­
lationship between independent auditor and client 
management.
12 - In January 1978, the ’’Cohen” Commission released 
its final report on: 
a - Increasing auditor independence.
b - Improving technical and ethical standards.
c - Upgrading educational requirements for CPAs.
13 - In March, the Moss Subcommittee wound up its hearings 
with a plea from SEC chairman Harold Williams that 
the accounting profession be given ”a reasonable 
opportunity to achieve effective self regulation on 
its own” before attempting to legislate formation of 
a formal board like the National Association of 
Securities Dealers.
14 - In June, Congressman Moss introduced a bill calling 
for greater government control over the accounting 
profession. He proposed formation of the self- 
regulatory body, the National Organization of SEC 
Accountancy, under the authority and control of the SEC.
-more-
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15 - In July, the SEC issued its official report to Con­
gress in which it praised the strides the profession 
has made in strengthening its self-regulatory 
apparatus in such a relatively short time. Chairman 
Williams requested that Congress withhold any legis­
lation until the profession has time to develop its 
peer review system under the Public Oversight Board 
and scope of service regulations.
III - How the accounting profession has responded. (For the most part, 
the accounting profession has already taken the steps called for 
by the various committees and commissions. Here are some of the 
actions initiated by the American Institute of CPAs): 
A - It has issued a large number of new technical accounting 
and auditing guidelines this past year or so to improve the 
general quality of the practice.
B - It already is acting on a number of suggestions promulgated 
by the "Cohen” Commission.
C - It recently formed a new Firms Division within the Institute 
to provide the same control over CPA firms as it traditionally 
has had over individual members. This will include effective 
sanctions against those firms who fail to comply with proper 
standards.
D - It has set up a separate section within the Firms Division 
for CPA firms serving private companies. This will permit 
these local firms to have a greater voice in forming technical 
standards their clients require. As you know, much time and
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money are spent by hundreds of thousands of small companies 
who currently are forced to comply with accounting regulations 
set up primarily for those corporations that sell their securi­
ties to the public.
E - It is forming a formal system of peer reviews and quality 
controls for member firms.
F - It has created a Public Oversight Board, made up of respected 
national figures, to oversee and report to the public on the 
profession’s activities.
G - In a vote of the entire membership, the Institute's 50-year- 
old regulation against advertising was repealed, and the 
members voted to make the AICPA "more responsive to public 
expectations" by adding three public, non-CPA members to 
the board of directors.
H - It is working with educators to improve academic require­
ments for those preparing to enter the profession.
I - It has opened its senior technical committee meetings to 
the public under a new Sunshine policy.
J - It has helped form the new International Federation of 
Accountants, to be based in New York, to encourage high 
standards of accounting and auditing around the world.
K - It has published booklets and guidelines and has held public 
hearings to encourage the formation of independent audit 




IV - How the profession is regulated (I wonder whether any 
profession makes this kind of effort to regulate itself. 
And to enforce its regulations. Perhaps, I can briefly 
describe the partnership between private practice and 
governmental regulators):
A - Simultaneous, uniform, nationwide CPA certification 
examinations.
B - The AICPA
C - The FASB
D - State Boards of Accountancy
E - State Societies
F - Cost Accounting Board 
G - SEC
V - Where do we go from here?
A - Attract the best and brightest to the profession by 
helping to encourage and form professional graduate 
schools of accountancy.
B - Recognizing that in a complicated world, specialists 
are needed within the profession, requiring specialized 
training.
C - Less onerous, more practical, accounting and auditing 
standards for private businesses without sacrificing 
the quality of the practice or the principles of 
accounting.
D - Inflation accounting to give a truer picture of a 
company’s current value.
E - More meaningful, more easily understandable financial
statements. -more-
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F - More harmonized standards of financial dis­
closure around the world.
VI - Dedication. (We are dedicated to excellence. We 
have to be. We are increasingly involved in the 
financial activities of an interdependent world. 
And we are intimately involved in one of its most 
crucial economic endeavors: raising capital for 
public enterprises and private industry. The 




Not long ago, one of the nation’s leading newspapers published 
what they call an exposé on how organized crime has infiltrated 
legitimate businesses for the purpose of laundering money or just 
to put their illegal funds to work. The newspaper was unable to 
check a suspected company’s books. For some reason, management 
preferred not to give its permission.
But, just suppose that the law said you must allow a 
reporter to look through your accounts, investigate your figures, 
check on the accuracy of your statements, question your employees, 
go through your records, and come up with a hard-eyed report. 
Then, the law makes you publish and distribute that report at your 
own expense. And the reporter sends you the bill for his trouble.
Does this sound like some George Orwell nightmare? No. 
It is real. It is necessary. It is what an independent auditor 
does for a public corporation. And he does it for the good of 
both. Both the public and the corporation.
That’s what I do. I am a certified public accountant, 
authorized to audit the financial statements of corporations whose 
stocks and bonds are sold to the public. And, of course, any 
lending institution feels more secure when even a small company's 
books are audited regularly, and professionally.
CPAs have other auditing functions that are just as 
important to the average citizen. For instance, we are increasingly 
called upon to audit the accounts of nonprofit organizations, such 
as foundations, churches, social clubs and charitable enterprises. 
We also are sometimes involved with monitoring governmental bodies 
to see how our tax money is being used.
-more-
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Let’s look at some of these functions and their im­
portance to each of you - as a business person, as an investor, 
as a member of a religious organization, as a dues-payer to a 
union, fraternal organization, club, etc., as a donor to a fund- 
raising group, as a contributor or patient in a hospital, as 
tuition payer to a school or college, as a voter and taxpayer, 
as a living, breathing bill payer trying to keep your expenses 
from exceeding your income.
Yes, all of these organizations have -- or should have -- 
the bright light and sharp pencil of an independent auditor.
But -- and this is most important --no audit can 
guarantee that any enterprise’s financial statement is completely 
free from the distortions of illegal activities or fraud. Nor 
will an audit be able to overcome poor management. Well, then, 
what does an auditor do?
He examines, he observes, he scrutinizes, he tests, he 
checks, he searches, he draws on his experience, he confirms, he 
determines. And, like the investigative journalist, he reports.
His report provides management and the investor with 
reasonable assurance that the company's financial statements are 
a fair presentation of that company’s financial picture. Or, 
more specifically that, after checking through the company’s 
financial records and its internal controls, the auditor believes 
that the financial statements are fairly presented in conformity 
with generally accepted accounting principles consistently applied.
-more-
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In the course of an audit, we operate under generally 
accepted auditing standards provided by the American Institute of 
Certified Public Accountants. These are guidelines we must follow. 
Or we must be prepared to defend any deviation we make from them, 
under threat of discipline by our profession.
And the accounting profession does enforce its ethical 
and technical standards. Aside from the actions taken by the 
individual state licensing boards, the AICPA, which is the national 
professional society, investigated 714 CPAs accused in 1977 of 
substandard work or conduct. At that time the total membership 
was about 135 thousand.
Of the 714 accusations, according to the Institute, 539 
proved groundless. Some are still under investigation or awaiting 
disposition in the courts. Thirty three cases resulted in adminis­
trative censure, usually a stern warning and a requirement of 
remedial training. Sixteen were referred to the profession's Trial 
Board. And 28 CPAs were expelled last year from the Institute, 
which severely limits a practitioner’s ability to earn a living 
because he very likely will see his license revoked by the state 
in which he practices. A careless auditor also faces the danger of 
a ruinous stockholder law suit. So, we have enough impetus to 
keep our minds from wandering when we do an audit and render an 
opinion.
But, let me make the point, once again. Auditors are 
not policemen. We are not detectives. If corporate management 
wants to hide fraud or bribes, it can find ways of doing it that 
-more-
might never surface, although the enactment of the Foreign Corrupt 
Practices Act of 1977 increases the risks of engaging in such 
tactics. Nevertheless, we do approach an audit the way an ex­
perienced news reporter approaches an investigation -- with a 
healthy skepticism. And we are attempting to enhance our in­
dependence from management by encouraging the formation of in­
dependent audit committees on the boards of directors, with whom 
we can deal directly.
Corporate managers and stockholders are by no means 
the only persons affected by auditing. The employees, contributors 
and beneficiaries of nonprofit organizations have a large and 
growing stake.
What kind of money are we talking about here? Let's 
take just charitable donations. "The greatest of these is charity," 
says the Bible. However, faith and hope were also in the line-up. 
Faith that what you donate goes to those who need it. And hope 
that it will do them some good.
When we talk about charitable contributions in this 
country, we are talking about more money than is spent on auto and 
truck sales -- 35 billion, 200 million dollars in 1977. Almost 
30 billion of that was from individuals, representing more than 2 
percent of disposable personal income. And all of this is growing. 
'77 contributions were up nearly ten percent over the previous year.
These are huge numbers. And they should be accounted 
for. An auditor performs the same kind of audit for a nonprofit 
organization as he does for a business enterprise. For, nonprofit 
-more-
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does not necessarily mean operating at a loss. It means not 
turning over profits to those who supply the funds, but plowing 
them back into the operation. But because there is no earnings- 
per-share number or other similar measures of profitability, it 
is difficult to compare one nonprofit organization with another. 
This increases the importance of an audit.
An auditor will consider whether proper records are 
kept and proper controls are in force. And he will make certain 
that the nonprofit organization publishes an appropriate report 
on its financial activities. We’ve all heard the stories about 
charities who spend 90 cents to raise a dollar. You can find this 
out from the financial statements if they are prepared in accordance 
with AICPA recommendations, which require that the auditor keep in mind 
controls over cash donations are usually weak until the money 
gets back to the office. Another problem is evaluating pledges as 
accounts receivables. Just how receivable are these pledges? 
Someone has to come up with a reasonable answer. Probably, the 
independent auditor is best equipped to balance the typical 
optimism of the charity’s management.
Independent auditors also help the taxpayer get better 
value for his money. At present, financial statements of most 
municipalities do not fully comply with guidelines established by 
the Municipal Financial Officers Association and the National 
Council on Government Accounting. And even when they do, they’re 
almost undecipherable. The AICPA is trying to develop new forms of 
financial statements that will show taxpayers how their money 
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is being spent and - perhaps more importantly - how liabilities 
are being created for future taxpayers. We have a long way to 
go, but we have started down the road.
We are getting a little help from Uncle Sam. For 
instance, the federal government requires that any municipality 
receiving at least 25 thousand dollars in grants or loans must 
be audited at least every three years by a qualified auditor. 
There are approximately 10 thousand of these government units 
affected. We can check the efficiency of their management controls 
and the fair presentation of their financial statements. It’s 
possible that someday we will even be able to help create better 
fiscal and work habits among civil service employees and their 
managers. We suspect there is room for improvement.
There probably is room for improvement in private en­
terprise as well. And I think we make a mistake when we think of 
private enterprise as mostly big industries, huge corporations, run by 
high-powered executives. As I said before, there are some ten 
thousand public corporations in this country. That’s quite a few. 
But nothing compared to the 13 million small businesses that make 
up the nation's economic backbone, accounting for 53 percent 
of all private employment, 48 percent of all business output and 
43 percent of our Gross National Product.
And this major business segment -- whether the neighborhood 
hardware dealer, the advertising agency, the restaurant chain, the 
local bank, whatever -- this segment needs the outside auditor’s 
analytical eye at least as much as the giant corporation with its 
vast accounting department. They may not need an audit in many 
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cases, but they need the auditor’s skills.
Why? Because, for example, the small businessman 
frequently does not have effective fiscal controls. An auditor 
can help set them up and see that they are maintained. A small 
businessman may know nothing about bookkeeping. The CPA can get these 
set up and can train a bookkeeper. He also helps provide 
financial statements and prepare cash flow forecasts to obtain 
credit and capital. Perhaps, even more importantly, the auditor 
-- with his wide experience -- acts as a management advisor to 
the small businessman.
And then, we have personal financial statements. For 
the public servant, the man running for public office, it is just 
about a requirement. I’m sure you have been reading about the net 
worth of your Congressmen and Senators. Office holders of all 
kinds are revealing their financial standing in connection with the 
public’s right to know.
And just as vital to any moderately well off citizen is 
the knowledge of his own value. Here, a CPA can help put your 
records in some useful form. Obviously, few of us keep the kind 
of records that an efficient company does. The ’’shoebox system” 
is what most of us probably use. We lack internal financial 
control and we lack information on the value of our assets. We 
aren’t even sure whether to value them at what they cost us, what 
it would cost to replace them or what we could sell them for.
Why is all this important? Well, sometimes it takes a 
personal audit to assure that surviving members of a family will 
have the resources to carry on. Sometimes it helps in getting loans.
-more-
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And, most importantly, it helps in setting up a reasonable 
financial plan. And believe it or not, studies show that most 
business executives - who understand the importance of a financial 
plan to their company - fail to spend sufficient time on their 
own financial and estate planning. Somewhat like the barefoot 
shoemaker.
Fortunately, large corporations do not have that choice. 
The SEC requires a probing audit of their financial affairs. Let 
me briefly sketch the steps such an audit entails.
First, the auditor bases his plans for the audit on the 
nature of the engagement -- corporate financial statement, small 
business, state or local government unit, charitable organization, 
personal audit or some other.
If, for example, it is for one of the major corporations 
with a number of divisions, the audit will be made by a team 
composed of people with different levels of experience and different 
areas of expertise. There might be different teams at different 
locations, including foreign sites.
It’s important to realize that to be able to properly 
examine a corporate financial statement, the auditors have to 
have a basic understanding of the client’s industry. For example, 
an auditor of a toy company who is not familiar with industry 
statistics on returned merchandise may be sold a bill of goods. 
An auditor of an oil company has to understand the nature of 
drilling operations to be satisfied that costs are properly 
accounted for. And if his client is in an industry experiencing 
economic difficulties, the auditor had better know something about 
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that to guard against overstated inventory or receivables. So 
an audit involves more than just books and records. It also 
involves the application of business knowledge. And let me make 
a point right here. One need not be from a major national CPA 
firm to have this knowhow.
All right, we have the team assembled, we’ve learned 
about the industry and we've done the preliminary planning. 
Next, comes the examination. This is the process that culminates 
in an opinion on the company’s financial statement. The auditor 
investigates how the client is organized by observing how the 
company operates, by discovering important interrelationships in 
company records, by studying the client's internal accounting 
controls and testing to see that they are working. The effective­
ness of the controls will affect the scope of the auditor's work.
For example, if the same person opens the envelopes 
containing checks, and then deposits and records those receipts, the 
controls are obviously not as strong as when a different person is 
responsible for each task.
As noted, the auditor inspects company assets, like 
property, inventory and securities. He tests transactions in 
selected company records against supporting documents. For in­
stance, he compares orders and receipts with company records, to 
be certain that goods and services were purchased and paid for 
and delivered as recorded. He confirms bank balances and reviews 
reconciliations. He confirms selected accounts receivables and notes 
changes in the values of marketable securities.
-more-
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Along with testing transactions, the auditor tests 
company procedures for counting and valuing inventory. He 
checks the depreciation of plant and equipment. Reads minutes 
of vital meetings. Studies contracts. Communicates with 
management, the board of directors, its audit committee and 
third parties whose dealings with the company affect its 
operations.
Throughout the examination, he seeks evidence to cor­
roborate the client’s representations.
Then comes the actual expression of opinion. The 
auditor may find the company’s financial statements are fairly 
presented in conformity with generally accepted accounting principles. 
If so, signs an opinion to that effect. Or, he may find he cannot 
express a clean opinion, in which case he may qualify 
his opinion stating clearly what the problems are. For instance, 
there may be an insufficient reserve for bad debts. And the 
auditor may say that the statements are a fair presentation except 
for the reserve. Or it may be a fair presentation subject to 
the resolution of a lawsuit.
The auditor may disclaim an opinion because, for example, 
he is not permitted to confirm accounts receivables with customers. 
And, lastly, the auditor may express an adverse opinion because, 
for instance, those receivable will not, in the auditor’s opinion, 
ever be collected. So, he would have to state that he thinks the 
client’s financial statement is not a fair presentation.
The audit report of a public corporation is a written 
expression of the auditor’s opinion issued to shareholders, the 
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board of directors and the SEC. It must explain all circumstances 
preventing the auditor from expressing a clean opinion.
This brief summary shows what an auditor does and does 
not do. An auditor does offer reasonable assurance that a company’s 
financial statements reflect its position in accordance with an 
established framework of accounting standards. And usually the 
audit uncovers major discrepancies that might materially affect the 
company’s financial picture, except, perhaps, when management has 
deliberately withheld pertinent information.
An auditor does not examine every transaction for 
accuracy or provide assurance that all employees are honest and 
all company dealings have been above board. You can’t do that kind 
of audit in today’s complex business world. Nor does the auditor offer 
assurance -- and if you carry nothing else away from here remember 
this one point -- that a company is or will continue to be a 
viable investment vehicle. An auditor is not an investment advisor. 
He examines history, not the future.
And so, the auditor is a digger, an investigator, not a 
mystic. There’s little in his character or training that prepares 
him to be a fortune teller. What he must have is an analytical 
mind, an ability to work and think logically and objectively, to 
communicate concisely and accurately, and the knowledge required 
by the profession.
Education requirements are set by individual states.
A bachelor degree in accounting is usually required. Some states 
call for a graduate degree. A recent report from the prestigious 
Independent Commission on Auditors’ Responsibilities suggests
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three years of graduate work in accounting. I think educational 
requirements for a CPA will become even more stringent in the 
next few years.
Some states require varying amounts of time of interning 
following graduation before the prospect is eligible to take the 
certification examination. This is a semi-annual, nationwide, 
uniform, simultaneous four-part exam. The two-and-a-half day 
tests are administered by the Board of Accountancy in each state 
and are prepared and graded by the American Institute of CPAs. 
They consist of auditing, business law, accounting theory and 
accounting practice. More than 50 thousand took the most recent 
set of certification exams, given each May and November.
And then, once certified, the CPA must keep up with 
developments in his profession. More than half the states require 
a minimum number of hours of continuing professional education 
courses. Generally about 40 hours each year.
So, you can see that the professional CPA gets little 
opportunity to become stale or complacent or lax. And in today’s 
lightning-paced, computerized business world, the amateur has little 
hope. As writer-lecturer Bernard De Voto once wrote: ’’Between the 
amateur and the professional, there is a difference not only in 
degree, but in kind.”
And humorist Alexander Woolcott might have added the 
accounting profession to the pair he was commenting on when he said: 
’’The two oldest professions in the world. Ruined by amateurs.”
* * *  
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FOR RELEASE: CONTACT:
TELEPHONE:
ARE FINANCIAL AUDITS 
FOR ALL COMING NEXT?
Would independent audits of the finances of nominees 
to political posts — before they are elected or appointed — 
prevent embarrassing disclosures that can tie up the process of 
government for weeks or months?
Many municipal, state and federal government leaders 
think they would. Some state and local governments now require 
nominees for key offices to file financial statements, and 
Congressional committees are studying the advisability of mandating 
similar disclosures for federal office holders.
But ___________ , chairman of the ___________  Society
of CPAs’ Committee on Auditing Procedures, warns that personal 
financial statements that do not conform to generally accepted 
accounting principles won’t be meaningful. Unless statements 
follow uniform rules, he says, they can show pretty much what 
their preparers want them to.
Many public figures each year release data purporting 
to be personal financial reports, but these unauditied statements 
frequently are incomplete and follow no uniform accounting system.
-more-
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"Stocks owned by relatives might or might not be listed," 
Mr.  says, "and an uncollectible debt might be 
carried as an asset. Some report information one way, some 
another, and some don’t report it at all, so there’s no comparing."
CPAs who audit personal financial statements must follow 
procedures set forth in guidelines laid down by the American 
Institute of Certified Public Accountants (AICPA). AICPA’s audit 
guide is now being revised and is expected to be reissued in the Fall.
Surprisingly, according to Mr. , auditing an 
individual’s finances can be more difficult than auditing a - 
business entity.
One reason is that individuals usually lack what is known 
as "internal control" — the means of assuring that the records 
cover all assets, liabilities and receipts, not just some, chosen 
selectively.
Many individuals’ records are informal, to say the least, 
says Mr. , consisting of little more than sums invested 
and amounts borrowed to purchase assets such as a car or a house. 
In such cases the auditor must locate or reconstruct the missing 
information.
One of the changes expected to be made in the revised 
AICPA audit guide will be reduced emphasis on evaluating most 
personal assets at cost; under the new rules current value rather 
than historical cost will be given increased attention.
-more-
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Mr.  says that personal financial statements, 
in addition to being prepared for people in a position of public 
responsibility, are also drawn up on behalf of credit grantors. 
But the most widespread use of personal financial statements is 
by individuals themselves.
"Just as corporations rely on information produced by 
audited financial reports in planning and making management decisions, 
so, too, do many individuals use such reports to guide them in 
estate and tax planning," says Mr. .
* * *
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BORROWING: NOT JUST CAN 
YOU BUT SHOULD YOU
If you had to raise every cent you could to start 
a business, let’s say, or put a down payment on a house, consolidate 
debts or meet some emergency — how much could you borrow? $5000? 
$10,000 $100,000 or more?
To put the question in its proper prospective, if you 
were to find a lender who would extend any amount you requested 
how much should you borrow?
According to _________________ , chairman of the auditing
standards committee of the _________________Society of CPAs, the
answer to both questions starts with the state of your finances: 
your net worth and your ability to generate income — in other 
words, your ability to repay, 
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Mr.  explains that the borrower should 
be just as anxious as the lender to know about the prospects for 
repayment because, as he says, "the person who forecloses on a 
mortgage and the one who is foreclosed are equally unhappy."
The best way to minimize the likelihood of default, he 
suggests, is to prepare a personal financial statement, including 
a listing of assets and liabilities, and of changes in net assets.
The personal financial statement that in his opinion 
will be most useful is one that conforms to guidelines followed by 
CPAs when auditing such statements on behalf of creditors, or of 
government agencies wanting to know about the finances of nominees 
for high office.
Under the guidelines, "accrual” rather than "cash” 
accounting is followed: assets and liabilities are recognized 
as soon as the obligation is incurred, not just when payment 
is finally made.
Also, because of inflation, greater emphasis is being 
placed on the estimated current values of assets, which now supplement 
historical costs on CPA-audited personal financial statements. 
’’Creditors and government agencies need to know the value of 
assets and liabilities today, not years ago,” Mr.  
says. "The important information is what an item could be sold 
for on the open market now.”
How then, do you go about preparing a personal financial 
statement? He advised starting with a listing of assets and 
liabilities (see accompanying sample) in two columns: one for 




The amount by which the total assets exceed total 
liabilities — what you own minus what you owe -- is your net 
worth.
But, CPA  warns, net worth is only a 
still picture — a frozen instant in time — and what you need, in 
effect, is a movie. So it is also important to determine what 
changes there have been in net worth, whether net worth is 
climbing or falling, and at what rate. (The second accompanying 
form shows how increases and decreases in assets are recorded).
Subtracting total decreases from increases during the 
past year (or the other way around) gives the net result and 
tells what progress, if any, is being made.
These computations, if made for the first time, says 
Mr. , could reveal a financial condition far different 
from what you might expect. But whether you find that you’re 
richer or poorer than you imagined, you will be in a much better 
position to know how much you should borrow — and much likelier 




Statement of Assets and Liabilities
Historical Costs Estimated Value
(date) (year ago) (date) (year ago)










Total Assets $_______ $_______ $_______$ _
Liabilities
Taxes Owed









Excess of Assets 
Over Liabilities $____
(When audited, notes to a Financial Statement are an integral part 
of the statement.)
Statement of Changes in Net Assets
Historical Cost Estimate Value
Net Assets, as of year ago $ $
Add - Income and Other 
Increases in Net Assets
Stock Dividends
Interest Income  
Salaries and Other  
Earned Income




Pensions (guaranteed _______________ _______________
future interest) 
Real Estate _________________________________________
Personal Property  
Total $ $
Deduct - Expenses and Other 
Decreases in Net Assets. 
Interest Expense $
Decrease in value of  
automobile and other 
personal property
Income Taxes _______________ ________________
Real Estate Taxes  
Personal Expenditures  
Provision for Income ________________________________
Taxes on unrealized 
asset appreciation 
Total $ $
Net Assets $ $
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AUDIT SEEN AS BOON 
TO ANY ORGANIZATION
A financial audit is like a medical examination required 
by your insurance company; it may be inconvenient, but it is 
well worth the trouble, to you perhaps even more than to the 
insurance company.
The audit is often of as much value to a company as to 
the investors or creditors on whose behalf it is performed.
That is the theme of ____ ______, chairman of the Audi ting
(name) 
Standards Committee of the ____________ Society of Certified
Public Accountants, who contends that many corporations, required 
since the 1930’s to submit to regular outside audits, have learned 
to put to good use the information audits bring forth.
Some people, he says, including members of Congress, 
would like to make audits mandatory for most non-corporate entities 
with a public interest, on the theory that ’’What’s good for General 
Motors may indeed be good for New York City, also, and for the 
Teamsters Union, The CIA, the Boy Scouts and even local school 
boards.
All such organizations carry fiduciary responsibility 
Mr. _____________ asserts, or the obligation to handle assets
entrusted to them with the same prudence and care a cautious person 
would give to his own assets.
-more-
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"And such responsibility carries with it the obligation 
to account for one’s stewardship,” he adds.
Like corporations, non-profit organizations can derive 
positive benefits from audited financial statements, Mr.  
believes, for by issuing reliable financial statements, they can 
bring increased contributions and greater support from the govern­
ment and the foundations.
Major charitable organizations recognize the benefits that 
can be derived from good accounting and auditing practices, and 
often mention the fact that they conform to standards set by the 
American Institute of Certified Public Accountants.
On the subject of municipal audits, Mr.  says, 
after New York’s shortcomings were revealed the spotlight was 
thrown on other municipalities, ”a great many of which were found 
to be in the same boat.”
(NOTE: As a conclusion to this feature, you might 
want to include a paragraph quoting your auditing 
standards chairman, summarizing municipal audit 
practices in your area and comparing them with those 
followed elsewhere.)
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OPERATIONAL AUDITS MAKE 
HEADLINES PEOPLE LIKE
A federal agency that makes the kind of headlines people 
like to read is the General Accounting Office, the investigative 
arm of Congress.
The reason people approve of GAO is that it looks at 
government programs and determines how well they are working and 
whether they are worth the cost — subjects that opinion surveys 
show are much on the public’s mind.
Very often a General Accounting Office report points 
either to ways of saving millions, or billions, of dollars, or 
to ways of making the expenditures of those sums have the effects 
intended.
According to the ________ Society of Certified Public
Accountants, much of GAO’s work comes under the heading of opera­
tional auditing, also called management or performance auditing. 
An operational audit looks beyond the financial audit of an entity’s 
balance sheet and profit or loss statement to the operation
-more-
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itself: how it is functioning; how efficiently and economically 
it is doing what it is supposed to do; what the results are, 
not in dollar terms alone, but also in terms of cleaner air or 
mended limbs or salvaged slums or whatever the assignment may be.
By no means is operational auditing practiced only by the 
General Accounting Office, says the state CPA organization. The 
effectiveness of this kind of audit has been such that Congress 
now almost routinely attaches to every appropriation a requirement 
that operational audits be performed at regular intervals. With 
ten times its present manpower GAO couldn’t perform all the opera­
tional audits that are being carried out in every corner of the 
country, and overseas.
State and local government auditors as well as CPA firms 
are now engaged in evaluating the effectiveness of programs being 
conducted at all levels of government.
And the usefulness of such analyses is equally applicable 
to corporations and non-profit organizations. An increasing number of 
CPA firms are performing this service in the private sector.
To better understand the differences between a conventional 
audit and an analysis of an organization’s performance, the CPA 
Society offers a hypothetical government-supported program for 
teaching special skills to the disadvantaged. A conventional financial 
audit would look at the program’s costs, how closely it adhered to 
the budget, numbers of students trained, cost-per-student and other 
data of that sort.
A performance audit’s major thrust might be to ask: how
-3-
many of the graduates have found employment and how many are still 
using the newly acquired skills after six months? In other words, 
to what degree were the goals of the program achieved?
On such information, as much as on dollars expended, can 




FRONT POCKET: Booklet, WHAT ELSE CAN FINANCIAL STATEMENTS 
TELL YOU? For distribution to selected publics.
1. Script for Slide Talk for general audiences: A PERSONAL 
FINANCIAL STATEMENT: THE KEY TO YOUR FUTURE. (Slides 
to accompany this talk may be ordered from AICPA for 
$25 per set. Tape cassettes of the talk may be had 
for $10 each.)
2. News releases to be used in connection with presentation 
of the PERSONAL FINANCIAL STATEMENT slide talk.
a) ”CPA Says To Plan Future You Must Know Present Status.”
b) "Personal Financial Statements Can Show You Where You’re At."
3. Talk for small business audiences KEY TO MANAGING YOUR CASH: 
THE FLOAT This talk is not accompanied by slides, but does 
have an accompanying document (item #4) one copy of which 
can be left behind by the speaker for each member of the 
audience.
4. Forms to be left with audiences who hear the MANAGING YOUR 
CASH talk: One-page cash flow projection chart with 
instruction for use. (Available at no charge)
5. News release for use in reporting delivery of the MANAGING 
YOUR CASH talk. "CPA suggests Ways to Avoid Being a Non­
profit Organization"
6. Talk outline for state society presidents before audiences 
knowledgeable about accountancy: THE PRESIDENT’S PLATFORM. 
A summary of recent developments in the profession.
7. Talk for business and professional audiences: THE AUDITOR- 
THE BUSINESS SCOREKEEPER
8. News feature: ARE FINANCIAL AUDITS FOR ALL COMING NEXT?
9. News feature: BORROWING; NOT JUST CAN YOU BUT SHOULD 
YOU? With accompanying illustrative form to be used by 
readers in preparing own personal financial statements.
10. News feature: AUDIT SEEN AS BOON TO ANY ORGANIZATION.
11. News feature: OPERATIONAL AUDITS MAKE HEADLINES PEOPLE 
LIKE.
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12. Trade magazine article (For placement in publications 
that circulate only within your state): COMPUTERS 
AND THE SMALL COMPANY.
13. Discussion guides (An ice breaker for making contact with 
broadcasters, editors and columnists): a) AUDITS FOR ALL? 
b) PERSONAL FINANCIAL STATEMENTS.
14. Filler features: HISTORY ATTESTS. Short items that can 
be used as single-paragraph fillers or, with the attri­
bution revised, can be combined and used as two news 
features.
15. Reports on Results: Monthly summaries of the outcome of 
PR Campaign #3.
BACK POCKET:
• Excerpts from directories of radio and television 
contacts (one set per state society).
• Compilation of some recent newsclips that counter­
act the notion that CPAs get an unvaryingly bad press: 
CPAS HAVE A BAD IMAGE?
• Evaluation forms: How You See This Conference.
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DISCUSSION GUIDE
(Note: This discussion guide is intended for use 
in writing or talking to producers of broadcast 
talk shows, newspaper financial writers and other 
media people who possibly could be interested in 
interviewing one or more of your members on the 
subject of our Third National Public Relations 
Campaign: THE CPA AS AUDITOR.
(The material presented here is only some of the 
information that might be offered as evidence that 
auditing is not necessarily a subject of narrow 
interest--that there are aspects of auditing of wide 
general concern--that recent developments in the 
auditing field are newsworthy and deserving of 
treatment on programs and in columns aimed at general 
audiences.)
AUDITS FOR ALL
The  Society of CPAs would be happy to 
arrange for you to interview one or more of our members on the new 
broad emphasis and interest being given to audits, which 
formerly were of concern only to professional investors and 
others in the financial world.
The interview might explore the ways corporations 
(not just investors but the companies themselves) customarily 
put the information obtained from audits to practical use, and 
then answer the question: can the same sort of improved manage­
ment decisions result from audits of non-corporate entities.
There are many who think they can. A number of observers, 
especially in Congress, think that when it comes to a forthright 
airing of the facts, what is good for General Motors may indeed 
be good for New York City, and also for the Teamsters Union, the 
CIA, the Boy Scouts, and even local school boards.
-2-
The interview could also touch on audits of individuals 
who are un for election or appointment to high public office. 
(New rules covering personal financial statements are now being 
written by the American Institute of CPAs so henceforth there 
can be greater uniformity.) You might like to discuss the quality 
of "financial statements" that are issued annually with great 
fanfare by some political figures, and the difficulties of 
comparing and assessing these.
The discussion could also go into the federal govern­
ment’s call for regular independent audits of some 11,000 state 
and local government units that are each recipients of more 
than $25,000 per year in revenue-sharing funds, and the scramble 
by those units to come within the new rules.
This could lead to exploration of the accounting and 
auditing practices by municipal governments in our area compared 
with those in other parts of the country.
It’s a big, newsworthy subject that should be of 
considerable interest to many of your (readers) (viewers) 
(listeners).
Another topic that might be offered broadcasters, 
columnists and editors is personal financial statements. To 
pique their interest, you might suggest the following questions 
as being among those an interview might answer.
PERSONAL FINANCIAL STATEMENT DISCUSSION QUESTIONS
Why should a person prepare a personal financial statement; 
what purposes does it serve? How often should an individual prepare 
one?
How do you go about it? What items should be included 
in the list of assets? What items are liabilities?
How can an individual determine current value of personal 
possessions such as jewelry, art works, marketable securities, 
the home and other real property? What value should be assigned to 
life insurance policies? Should expected inheritance from an 
estate be counted in an individual’s list of assets?
How does the individual determine his "net worth’’?
With continuing inflation, how can one determine if net worth is 
rising or falling from year to year?
How does an individual’s financial statement influence 
his Borrowing power? How much could a person borrow if he went 
the limit; how much should he?
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"HISTORY ATTESTS"
On the following pages are short items of historical interest 
pertaining to auditing. They can be used individually as fil­
lers or strung together into features. Two lists of items are 
provided so that they can be offered on an exclusive basis to 
two publications in a given area.
"History Attests List "A"
'ITEM: ONE HOLLOW WOODEN HORSE . .
As he sifts through stacks of computer print-outs 
to verify a single business transaction, today’s independent 
auditor should envy his ancient Greek counterpart. According 
to the  Society of Certified Public Accountants, 
the total disbursements of the Athenian State from 418 to 415 




In contrast to the straightforward prose style of 
today’s business, according to the  Society of 
Certified Public Accountants, here’s how Cicero handled a problem 
of a Roman general thought to be overspending during the Gallic 
campaigns:
"Is this rendering accounts? Did you or I, Hortensius, 
or anyone else ever submit accounts in this fashion? What 
impertinence! What audacity! What parallel is there for this 
among all the accounts that have ever been rendered?"
-more-
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UNTRUE MEN NEED NOT APPLY
For centuries, business managers have been advised 
to hire independent auditors, according to the  
Society of Certified Public Accountants. As evidence, the 
Society cites Walter of Henley’s thirteenth-century Treatise 
on Husbandry: ’’Buy and sell in season through the inspection 
of a true man or two who can witness the business, for often 
it happens that those who render account increase the purchases 
and diminish the sales.”
* * * 
'FISCAL YEAR ENDING ST. LUCY'S DAY . . .' 
With financial audits of religious institutions 
becoming more common, the  Society of Certified 
Public Accountants hopes these organizations do not revert to a 
15th century bookkeeping practice: identifying the date of a 
transaction by the name of the saint whose feast was celebrated 
that day in the liturgical calendar.
* *
TRUTH IN LABELING
Independent auditors reviewing corporate financial 
accounts owe a measure of thanks to Passchier-Goessens, the 
 Society of Certified Public Accountants records. 
This Huguenot refugee from Belgium was the first to recommend 
the use of descriptive headings for individual accounts (1594).
-more-
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Today, and independent auditor routinely tests his 
corporate client’s accounting systems for conformity with a 
set of generally accepted accounting principles. However, the 
inventor of ’’Jones’ English System of Bookkeeping” (1796) felt 
that anyone who criticized his system ’’must be morally depraved,” 
the  Society of Certified Public Accountants records. 
"The intention of the man who opposes it," wrote Edward T. Jones, 
’’ought to be suspected, and his conduct undergo a minute investi­
gation by those with whom he is connected.”
* * *
LETTER OF THE LAW
The  Society of Certified Public Accountants 
relates that an 1892 letter to the editor of a daily newspaper 
defined an auditor as ”an officer who overlooks accounts.” The 
letter writer added in a lighter vein, ’’There is suspicion of 
that definition having been taken too literally, as recent 
revelations in our criminal courts have testified to.”
-more-
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YOU’VE COME A LONG WAY, MS. CPA
In the 1930’s, women in public accounting were given 
a left-handed compliment by a British government pamphlet 
offering vocational guidance, the  Society of 
Certified Public Accountants records. The pamphlet, ’’Choice 
of Career-- Accountancy,” stated: ”In the cases of certain 
businesses and institutions the entrusting of an audit to a 
woman is definitely preferred, for example, by certain hospitals, 
women’s clubs, girls’ schools and proprietors of tea-shops.”
* * *
IS THERE AN AUDITOR IN THE HOUSE?
Financial audits of some of the largest American 
corporations are so complex that members of the public accounting 
firm’s audit team work in the client’s headquarters year-round 
the  Society of Certified Public Accountants reports.
* * *
CHECKS ARITHMETIC, BUT ALSO . . .
Independent auditors inspecting critical areas of a 
company’s financial affairs do more than pore over columns of 
figures. Members of the audit team may interview officials, 
-more-
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review the minutes of meetings, check contracts, count inventory 
and sift through bills and receipts, checking their findings 
against information the company supplied, according to the
 Society of Certified Public Accountants.
* * *
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’’History Attests” — List "B"
'THREE-OUZO' LUNCHES?
In ancient Greece, departing public employees got 
something more practical than today's testimonial dinner. 
Special checking clerks carefully scrutinized accounts of 
officials before they actually left office. It has become 
the pattern for today's auditing of financial statements, 




Cicero was one of the first municipal auditors, 
according to the  Society of Certified Public 
Accountants. In the first century B.C. the famous Roman 
orator brought charges against Verres, governor of Sicily, 
accusing him of acquiring statues without paying for them.
* * *
RED INK, RED BOOKS 
A color-blind auditor would have had considerable 
-more-
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difficulty examining medieval records of business trans­
actions, the  Society of Certified Public 
Accountants observes. To simplify identification, medieval 
bookkeepers bound their various ledgers and journals in 
leather of different colors. The method was convenient, 
the CPA society explains, because the official names of 
some of the journals were complex and easily confused.
* * * 
AUDITORS OMNISCIENT?
Many state boards of accountancy today require the 
certified public accountant to take a prescribed number of 
continuing professional education courses in order to 
maintain a license to practice. Quite a contrast, the
 Society of CPAs notes, with a thirteenth­
century attitude expressed in Walter of Henley's Treatise 
on Husbandry: "It is not necessary to speak to the auditors 
about making audits, for they ought to be prudent and so 
faithful, and so knowing in their business that they have 
no need of others’ teaching about things connected with 
the accounts."
* * * 
SWORN ON A GUTENBERG BIBLE?
Today, an independent auditor offers the public reason­
-more-
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able assurance that a company has followed generally accepted 
accounting principles in preparing its financial statements. 
Not so in sixteenth-century Germany, the  Society 
of Certified Public Accountants observes. Back then, a sworn 
declaration by the merchant constituted "full proof” that 
his accounts had been "kept with care.”
* * * 
MUCH MONEY AT STAKE
Public accounting firms auditing municipal finances 
sometimes discover unusual disbursements, but none such as 
those found in an audit of the City of Aberdeen, Scotland in 
1597. That year, the  Society of Certified 
Public Accountants relates, the city recorded expenses in 
connection with the burning of ”23 witches and one warlock" 
including such items as coal, peat, tar barrels, stakes, 
rope and the executioner’s fees.
In another entry, the city’s Dean of Guild was 
commended for his diligence: anticipating a rise in prices 
and in the number of witch-hunts, he had laid in an extra 
supply of coal.
* * * 
SHAREHOLDER SELF-RELIANCE
Today, shareholders are prime users of the financial
-more-
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information reviewed by an independent auditor. But 
many nineteenth-century audits were actually conducted 
by shareholders’ committees, the  Society 
of Certified Public Accountants notes. Many British companies 
specified in their constitutions that only those shareholders 
with substantial investments could be eligible as auditors.
* * *
PENCILS AND MITTENS
Seventy-five years ago, financial auditing was 
essentially a winter business for public accountants, the 
 Society of Certified Public Accountants 
relates. The fiscal year-end for most companies was 
December 31, and most audit work was performed after that 
date.
k k k 
THREE FEET HIGH AND RISING
Fifteen years ago, the published standards governing 
auditing by certified public accountants fit into a binder 
one inch thick. Today, the stack of regulations the auditor 
must follow is nearly three feet high, the  





More than 300,000 hours are spent by a CPA firm auditing 
the financial statements of a multi-national conglomerate, 
according to the  Society of CPAs.
* * *
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Report on Results No. 1 Returnable September 30, 1978
’’THE CPA AS AUDITOR” CAMPAIGN #3
Report on Results #1 --To help us assess the effec­
tiveness of the material included in this 3rd Campaign, 
please return this summary to the Public and State 
Society Relations Division of the AICPA by date indicated 
above. In the space provided for comments, you might 
include the frequency of use, distribution and placement 
methods, as well as any other information that might be 
helpful to others. Your comments concerning the successful 
use of these materials can help make the program more 
effective throughout the country. Thank you.
Submitted by
State Society ___________ ____________________________ _____
NEWS RELEASES and FEATURES: _________________________________________
SLIDE PRESENTATION -- ”A Personal Financial Statement: The Key to Your
Future"
SPEECHES -- 1) ’’The Auditor - The Business Scorekeeper’’ 
2) ’’Key to Managing Your Cash: The Float” (including chart) 
3)"The President's Platform” ________________________________________
DISCUSSION GUIDES -- "Audits for All” and "A Personal Financial 
Statement" ________ ____________________________________________________
TRADE MAGAZINE ARTICLE -- "Computers and the Small Company” 
DESCRIBE ANY OTHER ACTIVITIES ABOUT WHICH OTHER STATE SOCIETIES MIGHT
WANT TO KNOW _______________________________________________________
Report on Results No. 2 Returnable October 30, 1978
"THE CPA AS AUDITOR” CAMPAIGN #3
Report on Results #2 -- To help us assess the effec­
tiveness of the material included in this 3rd Campaign, 
please return this summary to the Public and State 
Society Relations Division of the AICPA by date indicated 
above. In the space provided for comments, you might 
include the frequency of use, distribution and placement 
methods, as well as any other information that might be 
helpful to others. Your comments concerning the successful 
use of these materials can help make the program more 
effective throughout the country. Thank you.
Submitted by ____________________________________ __________
State Society _________________________________ ___________
NEWS RELEASES and FEATURES: ____________________________________________
SLIDE PRESENTATION -- ”A Personal Financial Statement: The Key to Your
Future" _______________________________________________________________
SPEECHES -- 1) "The Auditor - The Business Scorekeeper” 
2) "Key to Managing Your Cash: The Float” (including chart) 
3)"The President’s Platform” _______________________________________
DISCUSSION GUIDES -- ’’Audits for All” and ”A Personal Financial 
Statement”
TRADE MAGAZINE ARTICLE -- ’’Computers and the Small Company” 
DESCRIBE ANY OTHER ACTIVITIES ABOUT WHICH OTHER STATE SOCIETIES MIGHT
WANT TO KNOW __ _______________________________________________________
Report on Results No. 3 Returnable November 30, 1978
"THE CPA AS AUDITOR” CAMPAIGN #3
Report on Results #3 — To help us assess the effec­
tiveness of the material included in this 3rd Campaign, 
please return this summary to the Public and State 
Society Relations Division of the AICPA by date indicated 
above. In the space provided for comments, you might 
include the frequency of use, distribution and placement 
methods, as well as any other information that might be 
helpful to others. Your comments concerning the successful 
use of these materials can help make the program more 
effective throughout the country. Thank you.
Submitted by ________________________________________________  
State Society _________________________________________________
NEWS RELEASES and FEATURES: __________________________________________
SLIDE PRESENTATION -- "A Personal Financial Statement: The Key to Your
Future" ______________________________________________________________
SPEECHES -- 1) "The Auditor - The Business Scorekeeper" 
2) "Key to Managing Your Cash: The Float" (including chart) 
3) "The President’s Platform" _______________________________________ _
DISCUSSION GUIDES -- "Audits for All" and "A Personal Financial
Statement"_____________________________________________________ _
TRADE MAGAZINE ARTICLE -- "Computers and the Small Company" 
DESCRIBE ANY OTHER ACTIVITIES ABOUT WHICH OTHER STATE SOCIETIES MIGHT
WANT TO KNOW _______________________________________ __ _______________
ORDER FORM
PLEASE SEND US:
Copies of script for slide talk, A PERSONAL
FINANCIAL STATEMENT, THE KEY TO YOUR FUTURE --No Charge 
____ Cassettes, recorded narration for slide talk -- $10 each 
_____Sets of slides for slide talk — $25 per set
Copies of script for talk before small business 
audiences, MANAGING YOUR CASH -- N.C.
____ Copies of cash flow projection forms to be 
distributed by speakers delivering the 
MANAGING YOUR CASH talk -- N.C.
Copies of booklet WHAT ELSE CAN FINANCIAL 
STATEMENTS TELL YOU? 
_____Copies of script for talk, WHAT IS AN AUDIT? -- N.C. 
____ Extra copies of this binder and contents
(Please limit to actual need) -- N.C.
Signed_______ ____
(name) (organization)
Turn in before leaving the Conference or mail to:
  
Public-State Society Relations Division.
 AICPA  
  1211 Avenue of Americas
New York, N.Y, 10036
EVALUATION FORM
Reactions to the 1978 CPA Public Relations Conference:
(Please assess elements on the program by checking 
appropriate circles on a scale of 1 to 4, with 1 
representing the poorest rating and 4 the highest).






















THE THIRD P.R. CAMPAIGN -- CPA AS AUDITOR
Variety of Materials 0 0 0 0
Probable Usefulness of Most Items 0 0 0 0
Other Comment:________—
BREAKOUT SESSION ON PAST & FUTURE P.R. EFFORTS 0 0 0 0
(I was in the_____________group)
Comment:_________________________________________
TALK BY LUNCHEON SPEAKER PAUL DAVIS
Comment:_________________________________________
PANEL ON BROADCASTING
How Well Covered Was the Subject 0 0 0 0
Practicality of Suggestions For Your
Purposes? 0 0 0 0
Other Comment:___________________________________
BREAKOUT SESSION ON BROADCASTING 0 0 0 0
(I was in the group)
Comment:_________________________________________
PANEL ON SPEAKERS BUREAUS
How Thoroughly Was Subject Covered? 0 0 0 0
Did It Include Practical Pointers
You Can Use? 0 0 0 0
Other Comment:
DEMONSTRATION OF VIDEOTAPE AS TEACHING TOOL 0 0 0 0
Comment:
FRIDAY PANEL ON INVOLVING MEMBERS IN P.R. EFFORT




(1 is poor, 4 is good)
1 2 3 4
PANEL ON ESTABLISHING PRESS CONTACTS
How Thoroughly Was Subject Covered 0 0 0 0
Practicality of Suggestions offered 0 0 0 0
BREAKOUT SESSION ON DEALING WITH THE PRESS O O O O
(I was in the____________group)
Comment:_________________________________________
SESSION ON ADVERTISING AND
Comment:________
GRAPHICS 0 0 0 0
RATING OF THE CONFERENCE AS
Comments:_______
A WHOLE 0 0 0 0
(SIGNED) (ORGANIZATION)
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CPAs HAVE A 
BAD IMAGE?
On the following pages are just a few 
of the recent newspaper and magazine 
articles that suggest the contrary.























